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EDITORIAL 
Martin L. Fackler, MD 

The events of 11 September must still remain 
foremost in the minds of our readers. Below, I share 
my initial thoughts on those incidents, as published 
on www. NewsMax.com on 18 Sept QJ. Soldier of 
Fortu11e then asked to print these thoughts: they ap
peared iu their December 2001 issue (2001;26:81). 

Gun Ban Promotes Hijacking 
Each time I am delayed by "security" at air

ports, the same painful thought crosses my mind: this 
metal-detector-enforced prohibition of handguns on air
planes not only doesn't prevent hijackings, but it con
tributes to their success. Metal-detector-based "secu
rity" effectively disarms th� passengers; and takes away 
any chance they might have of thwarting the hijacking. 
What hijacker could ask for more? 

The hijackings of II September proved the 
truth of another part of my thought: that sufficiently 
motivated and well-financed terrorists can hijack any 
airliner they wish. We saw four separate airliners hi
jacked within minutes of one another. All were specifi
cally selected because they were scheduled for a trans
continental trip, with full fuel tanks. 

Lets face it: Five strong males, working to
gether, can take over a plane with no more than their 
own hands and fists as weapons. Who is going to stop 
them? Passengers taken by surprise, and paralyzed by 
fear? Or they can claim to have a bomb - and who is 
going to call that bluff? 

Only passengers carrying concealed handguns 
(and adept in their use) can thwart a hijacking. Sky mar
shals are a poor second choice. A terrorist group could 
easily learn to identify them, so they could be disarmed 
by surprise as the first step in a hijacking. 

A Solution 
The solution is simple. Solicit all active duty 

and retired military and Jaw enforcement personnel, and 
all who have a state concealed-carry permit, to carry 
concealed handguns when they travel by air. The ele
ment of surprise is critical. If the hijackers don't know 
who is armed, they subject themselves to being shot at 
any time chosen by any armed passenger. That is why 

random armed citizens are the most effective deterrent 
to crime. The uncertainty created in potential hijackers 
by knowing there are unidentified armed persons aboard 
would certainly prevent the success of multi-plane co
ordinated hijackings such as we saw on II September. 

Those who predicted disaster here in Florida, 
and in the 32 other states whose Jaws permit qualified 
citizens to get a permit to carry concealed handguns, 
will again be horrified at what I am suggesting. Yet they 
were wrong about those states: violent crime has de
clined in all of them. Rational analysis shows they 
would also be wrong about armed airplane passengers. 

Some respond negatively to any increased use 
of firearms. These also probably believe the popular 
myth that one bullet hole in the fuselage of a high
altitude airliner will cause it to crash. One bullet hole 
will not cause an airplane to crash; neither will a dozen. 

The crime-deterrent effect of concealed hand
guns carried by ordinary citizens is clearly predictable. 
Nothing is more disquieting to the criminal than the 
recognition that a potential victim is likely to be carry
ing a concealed handgun, and might be very adept in 
using it. 

Although we cannot prevent hijackings, we can 
prevent them from succeeding - if we act rationally. But 
what have we seen thus far? "Stringent new security 
guidelines." More of the same system which failed to 
prevent the events of II September. More "stringent" 
actually means more wasted time and increased incon
venience to airline passengers: for example, removing 
their capacity to peel an orange or slice a banana - or 
cut off a loose thread. 

The cost, the time-wasting effort, and the mind
boggling inconvenience caused by the futile expansion 
of our airport "security" system could have a paralyzing 
effect on our entire democratic system; which is the ul
timate goal of the terrorists. Even the damage done on 
II September will cause little harm to our republic 
compared to our system's erosion by unthinking overre
action to that damage. 

As the shock wears off, it will become apparent 
that we have entered a new era. A hijacking no longer 
means simply a detour through Cuba, it is now likely to 
mean death. When this sinks in, future hijackers are less 
likely to have such compliant victims as they have had 
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in the past. 
Having now had time to reflect on the reactions 

to II September, I am happy to report some benefits 
that they have produced. 

• Ironically, the suicide-hijackings of II 
September, in themselves, provided for 
us a better defense against future hijack
ings than anything our bureaucrats can 
create. Those suicide-hijackings ele
vated passenger risk from simply a de
tour to certain death, forcing them to get 
serious about the situation. The fact that 
future passengers will no longer remain 
compliant victims was demonstrated 
when passengers on United Flight 93, 
which went down near Pittsburgh on 9-
11, found out the fate that awaited them: 
they overpowered four hijackers -
thwarting their mission. 

• Americans have awakened to the need 
for self-protection. Along with a sub
stantial rise in the sales of firearms, 
since II September, has come an in
creased demand for training in the use of 
these weapons. This will help to reverse 
the public's slide into firearm illiteracy. 
That is good news for our society: a 
public better informed in the use of fire
arms will be more confident and safer. It 
is bad news for the ant-gun fanatics -
and for criminals, ··who will find in
creased opposition. 

• Perhaps the most valuable benefit has 
been the "awakening of the sleeping gi
ant" whose indifference had allowed the 
whining victim mentality of the "hurt
feeling" generation to run rampant in re
cent decades. Our national conscious
ness has again revived the strength of 
character and unity of purpose that we 
fend to hold in reserve for times of cri
sis. Objectivity, integrity, honesty, and 
the resolve to sacrifice as needed to rid 
the world of the evil that spewed forth 
on II September is replacing the totally
subjective political correctness, multi
culturalism, and patholpgical ultra-

sensitivity to imaginary affronts (e.g., 
"verbal harassment," giving unearned 
good grades to avoid hurting student 
self-esteem, etc.). 

Coincidentally, the increased need for compe
tence in wound ballistics to complement the upswing in 
firearm usage should be wel]._served by articles in this 
issue of the Wound Ballistics Review. The "Wound Pro
files" article is, in essence, a crash course in basic 
wound ballistics. The article "Simplified Bullet Testing" 
should help the new firearm users to gain a realistic es
timate of the capabilities of the bullets they are firing. 

The lead article in this issue, "Officer Decision 
Time in Firing a Handgun" was used (prior to its publi
cation) in the case of Roberts vs. Sawyer & Furminger, 
in Federal court in San Francisco. It was instrumental in 
winning the case. Judge William H. Alsup, in his find
ings, described the testimony, based on that article, as 
"superb and very persuasive to the court." Judge Alsup 
was so convinced that the officers' actions were "rea
sonable," that not only did he find for the defense, but 
he decreed that the plaintiff must pay the costs accumu
lated by the defense in putting on their case. 
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�uestions and Comments 

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 
Question 
Dear Dr. Fackler, 

Thank you for responding to my request for in
formation on .223 penetration back in May. As a new 
IWBA member I also enjoyed my first copy of the 
Wound Ballistics Review which I recently received, 
and plan to order several back issues. 

I am a police chief who also happens to be a law 
enforcement firearms instructor. I have been specializ
ing in training officers in patrol rifle (.223) and shotgun 
for the past several years. Only recently have I begun to 
understand the dynamics of wound ballistics thanks to 
your writings and your debunking of gun magazine 
writers thought to be gun gurus in the eyes of many offi
cers. Please keep up the good work with the IWBA. If 
you think you are running out of material, consider re
hashing old topics for the bet;�efit of us new members. 

As an instructor trYing to encourage long gun 
use by officers, I have found considerable ballistic info 
on patrol rifles (.223). I have not been so fortunate in 
finding shotgun ammo information. From a training 
perspective, it is relatively easy to convince departments 
to switch from the shotgun to a rifles as the primary long 
gun for patrol. I am concerned, however, that we may 
be too hasty in getting rid of the shotgun. Clearly it is a 
platform for a variety of lethal and less than lethal am
munition. I am wondering if you believe it should be 
relegated to the role of a less than lethal delivery system, 
or does it still have a place in a patrol officer's arsenal? 

Do you feel that 00 bl)ck or Foster slugs are 
effective at stopping an advisory? Some PO's have 
switched to slugs only because of concern over multiple 
projectiles, while others use only 00 buck for a variety 
of reasons. Should a PO issue both or only one or the 
other? 

Finally, I can find little information about the 
ballistics of sabot slugs. They are advertised as being 
superior (at least in rifled barrels) over Foster slugs for 
deer hunting. Why are they not used by law enforce
ment for better accuracy at longer ranges? 

AnY. info you can provide on these questions or 
other shotgun related information will be appreciated 
and will be passed on to my law enforcement classes. 
Thank you for your assistance. 

Chief Ronald C. Glidden 
Lee{MA) PD 

Response 
Dear Chief Glidden: 

I couldn't agree more that abandoning the shot
gun is a very bad idea. I grew up· shooting cottontail 
rabbits and pheasants with a shotgun, but I also had a 22 
caliber rifle with which I was pretty competent -- shot 
on the rifle team in college. Why, then, didn't I use a 22 
rimfire rifle to shoot rabbits and pheasants? Simply be
cause I couldn't hit a moving target with a rifle, but I 
could with a shotgun. 

Law enforcement seems to have forgotten the 
fundamental reason for using a shotgun, to increase the 
chances of a hit. Police are recruited from a society that 
is rapidly becoming firearm illiterate. Few seem to grasp 
the basics of firearms use. Fewer still appear interested 
in thinking about advantages and disadvantages of the 
very firearms upon which their lives can depend. That 
is worse than firearm illiterate: it is just plain stupid! 

Many in law enforcement have an excessive 
and irrational concern over having some of the shot miss 
the intended target. Yet every time an animal is hit with 
a shot load most of the shot miss. Shot pellets are not as 
streamlined as a bullet: they lose their velocity rapidly. I 
would not worry about shooting a squirrel up in a tree in 
my front yard with a shotgun. This would not endanger 
my neighbors on the other side of the lake on which I 
live. But I would worry about shooting these pests (they 
steal my peaches) with a .22 rimfrre rifle bullet, which 
could retain enough velocity to endanger my neighbors. 
Reducing the shotgun pattern spread, a recent police fad 
presumably to avoid pellets going past their intended 
target, also removes the major advantage of the shotgun 
-- it reduces the chance of putting at least a few pellets 
in the intended target. Police administrators seem to for
get that adversaries encountered in law enforcement 
gunfights are often moving: hit chances are increased by 
using a shotgun. 

When used as an entry weapon, the 1 2  gauge 
shotgun (using either buckshot or a rifled slug) is far 
more likely to incapacitate than is a .223 rifle. The 12  
gauge shotgun is simply a far more powerful weapon. 

Forget the sabot slugs: while some might be a 
bit more accurate than the Foster slugs with a large hol
low base, the sabot-slug diameter is only about 50 cali
ber, and the ones I have tested did not expand. In my 
testing, however, the sabot slugs penetrated much more 
deeply than did the Foster hollow-base slugs. The 
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skirted-base form of the sabot slugs not only stabilizes 
them for point-forward flight in the air but keeps them 
point-forward in tissue or tissue simulant: with no yaw 
to slow them, they penetrate about 30 inches. They 
would practically always perforate the human torso -
while retaining more than half their wounding potential. 
These sabot slugs would pose a far greater danger from 
overpenetration than any other projectile you could 
choose. 

The 12 gauge hollow-base Foster slugs I have 
tested flatten and double their diameter in living soft 
tissue, and sometimes penetrate through the adult torso
but have used up most of their wounding potential in 
doing so. With their large expanded diameter, they make 
a permanent hole in tissue of more than an inch in di
ameter. 

00 Buck can be expected to penetrate through 
the adult torso some of the time and come to rest just 
under the skin of the back (assuming a shot from the 
front) some of the time. ,'Those pellets that exit, as with 
the expanded Foster slug, have already used most of 
their damaging potential and would pose little danger. 

You have the wound profile of the 12 gauge 
Foster slug and one of the #4 Buckshot load in the mate
rials I sent you in May. I have not published a wound 
profile of the 00 Buckshot load � but each pellet pene
trates several inches more deeply than do the #4 Buck
shot pellets shown in the profile. 

I can only describe the wounding potential of 
the slugs and 00 Buck: I can't tell you which one your 
department should use. 

How many policemen know that the .223 is a 
varmint rifle? - designed fot shooting woodchucks and 
prairie dogs. It was never intended for shooting human
being-sized targets. It is wisely prohibited for shooting 
deer (basically a human-being-sized target) in most 
states. Yet shotguns, using buckshot or slugs, are used to 
shoot thousands of deer annually. A pretty good grasp of 
a given police or military projectile's disruptive capacity 
can be gained by simply looking at the size of the ani
mals which are routinely hunted with the civilian ver
sion of the projectile. 

The stampede by law enforcement to the .223 
rifle had an irrational cause. During a highly publicized 
bank robbery, in the Los Angeles area, several years 

. ago, the robbers wore body armor. The police felt they 
needed long guns because their handguns would not go 
through the body armor. But they were fooling them
selves because the .223 rifles they obtained did not ei-

ther. The robbers were wearing heavy tactical body ar
mor that rifle bullets could not perforate. But facts never 
seem to stop an irrational fad once it is started. 

I have worked with some highly trained groups 
that ordinarily get the weapons and bullets they want -
regardless of how irrational their choice might be. They 
want rifles; but they want them to be very light and 
portable. They want .223s with shortened barrels - as 
short as 9.5 inches. Perhaps this is another manifestation 
of firearm illiteracy. Any competent shooter and hand
loader knows that you lose velocity, and decrease bullet 
disruption, when you shorten your barrel. And with the 
.223 we are starting with a bullet that can be considered 
no better than marginal against the human target even 
with maximum loads shot from a 24 inch barrel. 

I suspect another reason that police want a rifle 
is that they don't truly understand the potential of their 
handgun. Apparently most of them think that a handgun 
bullet is ineffective at any range over 50 yards because it 
has lost a large percentage of its velocity by the time it 
reaches that distance. Actually, a 147 grain 9 mm Para
bellum bullet loses only about 50 of its original 1000 ft/s 
in 50 yards. That slight loss makes no significant differ
ence: the wound produced at 50 yards is essentially 
identical to the one produced at 5 yards. Even at 100 
yards, where it would have lost only about 100 ft/s, its 
wounding effect would be very minimally decreased. 
The reason is that there is a velocity squared in the re
tardation formula. This means that the resistance a bullet 
meets as it goes through the air increases with the square 
of the bullet's velocity. This increased retardation of 
higher velocity bullets can be illustrated by the fact that 
.223 M l 93 military rifle bullet loses about 360ft/s in the 
same 100 yd distance in which the 9 mm bullet loses 
only about 100 ft/s. 

Accuracy from a handgun might be a problem, 
but I suspect it is largely a mental one. So long as police 
officers think that they cannot shoot their handgun accu
rately at distances of more than 25 yards, they will not 
attempt to use it for longer distances - and think they 
need a rifle. Perhaps it would help increase confidence 
in the handgun if you put a one-foot-diameter metal 
plate 100 yards from the firing line. Have one of your 
firearm instructors demonstrate to each class that one 
can, indeed, hit that plate 100 yards away with most 
slow fire shots from a handgun. Encourage some 50 and 
100 yard handgun shooting in your classes and you 
might help your students to gain a more realistic appre-
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�uestions and eomments 

ciation of what they are able to accomplish with their 
handguns. 

While in the suggesting mode, let me add: You 
could teach your students a valuable lesson by filling a 
sack with 180 pounds of sand. Then put one of the soft
body-armor vests, of the type worn by your officers, 
around the bag and hang it somewhere near the targets 
on your shooting range. Show the students that the bag 
is free-swinging and weighs about the same as an adult 
human. Then stop its motion and have students shoot 
into the bag. This will prove to them that bullets impart 
no appreciable motion to a mass equivalent to the adult 
human. It should also add to their confidence in their 
body armor. Don't forget, most who have grown up in 
the US have seen hundreds of shootings depicted on TV 
and in the. cinema. They naturally assume that bullets 
knock persons backwards. They expect that to happen 
when they are in a gunfight. It seems to me that a valu
able lesson for police officers is learning what is the 
most likely immediate result .on their adversaries of a hit 
in the torso by one of their bullets. They need to learn 
that their foe is likely to give no immediate indication 
that he has been hit. And they need to learn to keep 
shooting until he does respond and the threat ends. 

Question 

Hope this helps, 
Martin L. Fackler, MD 

Tltis letter was se11t to Sllipersolllille.com witlt a copy 
to me. 

Guys, in reference to recent postings on terminal ballis
tics, etc. 

Does anyone have hard, printed data from a 
credible source on penetration of the human head after 
being engaged by a solid hit from a 168 or 175 Sierra 
Matchking ? (.308. 2500, 2600 - fps muzzle veloc
ity.) 

Just how far will that bullet travel after a solid 
hit? How much energy is spent? velocity ? etc. 
What potential does that bullet have to hit a Teammate 
on the other side of a house? 

Also, are any of you guys using the 175 Match 
loading as opposed to the 168? Did you test them ? 
What did you find out? 

Brian K. Sain 

Volume 5, Issue 2 

Response 
Dear Brian, 

No, such data is not available. One reason is 
that the human head varies greatly depending on where 
it is hit. A shot straight sideways through the thin and 
relatively fragile temporal bone (in front of the ears) 
encounters far less resistance than one from back-to
front that must pass through much thicker parts of the 
skull, which are far more likely to cause bullets to 
break, fragment, and remain in the head. 

The performance of the 168 gr Matchking in 
human soft tissue is known to be extremely variable: 
often not deforming at all (as in the shoulder shot on 
Randy Weaver). Any bone encounter increases the 
hances it will deform and fragment, or at lease yaw 
significantly; but I cannot say that it will do so in every 
case if the shot perforates the thin temporal bone. 

I do not think anybody should rely on any 30 
caliber rifle bullet stopping in any human head in a 
shot from any angle. Some might, more will not. You 
can increase the chances of no exit from the human 
head reatly by using a .223 Remington with an expand
ing, varmint-type bullet. But, even then, don't expect it 
to remain entirely in the head in every case. 

Martin L. Fackler, MD 
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OFFICER DECISION TIME IN 
FIRING A HANDGUN 
Ernest J. Tobin, Firearms Training Coordinator, Georgia Public Safety Training Center, Forsyth ,GA 

Martin L. Fackler MD, Wound Ballistics Consultant, Hawthorne, FL 

Abstract 

PURPOSE: To measure the time it takes for a Po
lice Officer to process visual stimuli and make a 
mental decision to fire a weapon. 

METHOD: Seventeen police officers were tested to 
determine the time it took them to fire their hand
guns when presented with two scenarios of varying 
complexity. The time from appearance of the sce
nario until the shot was fired includes the time 
needed for the officer to perceive the threat and 
decide to fire (decision time) and the reaction
response time. Officer reaction-response time from a 
previous study was subtracted from the time meas
ured to determine decision time. 

RESULTS: The overall decision time was 0.553 
seconds. This was the average of 0.21 1  seconds, the 
mean decision time for the simple scenario, and 
0.895 seconds, the mean decision time for the com
plex scenario. 

CONCLUSION: This study verifies that the time 
necessary for officers to perceive a threat and decide 
to fire their handgun increases with the complexity 
of the threat. It also shows that the average decision 
time is roughly equivalent to the average reaction
response time. In fact, for practical purposes, we 
suggest that rounding-off both the decision and reac
tion-response times to one-half second each, making 
their total one second, provides an easily workable 
application of our studies. 

In a previous study, we measured the reac
tion-response times for officers in firing a handgun. 1 
In that study the officers were instructed to fire when 
they heard the beep of a PACT timer. The purpose of 
the study presented here was to determine the time it 

takes an officer to perceive a threat and decide to 
fire, his decision time. 

Method 
This study was done at the Firearms Training 

Unit of the Georgia Public Safety Training Center, 
Forsyth, GA. Seventeen Police Officers were indi
vidually shown three scenarios on an Interactive Im
age Systems JTS-2 shooting simulator. Each officer 
was told to begin with his finger on the trigger and 
with the handgun pointed at the screen. The officers 
were told to fire as soon as they could mentally jus
tify the use of deadly force based on the actions of 
the image on the screen. In order to prevent this 
from becoming simply an exercise in how fast a 
given Officer can pull the trigger, we told each par
ticipant that they would be shown a series of three 
scenarios and only some of these would require the 
use of deadly force. To reinforce these instructions, 
each officer's first scene involved a vehicle pullover 
in which an irate motorist rushes back to his vehicle 
as if to acquire a weapon, but in fact comes out with 
a wallet, so no firing was necessary. 

The first scenario where data were recorded 
involved a man with a shotgun stepping out from 
behind the cover of an open door and pointing the 
weapon at the officer. The second scenario depicted 
was more complex: it was an assassination attempt, 
which took place in the hallway of a busy courthouse 
where there were several people present in the hall 
to distract the attention of the officer. 

The mean times were calculated for the sim
ple shotgun scenario and also for the more complex 
assassination scenario. Please note that in the shot
gun scenario, one officer had a time of minus 0.58 
second; meaning he fired before the shotgun ap
peared. Since the decision or reaction-response can
not be a negative time, that result was disregarded in 
calculating the averages. 
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The mean reaction-response time reported 
previously' was then subtracted from the times 
measured in this study (time from stimulus to shot). 
This gave the time it took the officers to perceive the 
threat and decide to fire: the decision time. 

Results: 

Time in seconds from appearance of stimulus to shot. 

Slzotgu11 sce11ario Assassi11atio11 
scenario 

1.3 1  .28 

.29 .57 

.85 3.24 

.35 . 57 

.35 1.41 

.32 1.42 

mmus .58 .33 

.32 .21 

.42 .92 

.63 .25 

.75 1.21 

.97 2.3 1  

.42 . 58 

.45 2.79 

.66 3.53 

.69 . 71 

.47 .52 

Mean 0.576 1.260 

Less 0.365 react resp .365 
time 

0.211 decision 0.895 
time 

The overall average decision time was 0.553 second. 
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Discussion 
In comparing the mean decision times for the 

simple "shotgun" scenario with that of the more 
complex "assassination" scenario we find a fourfold 
increase. That it takes the human brain longer to 
make complex decisions than simple ones should 
come as no surprise: it is a constant finding in the 
literature that measures how fast the human brain 
works in various circumstances. 

The major application of our previous meas
urement of simple reaction-response time' was to 
show that persons could tum their torso during the 
reaction-response time and a bullet might well strike 
them in the back although their torso was essentially 
facing toward the shooter when the decision to fire 
was completed and the officer initiated the nerve 
impulse, which 0.365 seconds later caused the gun to 
fire . 

The applications of this current study are 
more general than those of the previous one. When
ever an officer is confronted with the need to fire, a 
certain amount of time is used in perceiving the 
stimulus and evaluating it to decide if it is a threat 
that demands deadly force. That time is known as 
the decision time. In our previous study,' we essen
tially eliminated the decision time and measured 
only reaction-response time by instructing the shoot
ers to fire when they heard a signal. That eliminated 
the need for a time-consuming mental process to de
cide if the sound signal was an indication to fire. In 
the study reported here, however, the officers were 
instructed that they would be shown scenarios that 
'might or might 11ot require the use of deadly force . 
That required them to evaluate and decide. We know 
of no way to isolate, and measure directly, just deci
sion time. To determine decision time, we measured 
the total time from stimulus to shot, which is a com
bination of decision time and reaction-response time . 
We then subtracted the reaction-response time meas
ured previously' from the total time measured in the 
current study to find the decision time. 

Any time an officer is confronted with a po
tentially life-threatening situation, the decision on 
whether or not to fire is critical: and the time re
quired to make that decision must be, ideally, as 
short as possible. Reconstructing shooting incidents 
in which the target, or shooter, or both, were in mo
tion can only be done accurately if some reasonable 
estimate of decision time is available. For instance, 
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if the weapon being used to threaten the life Of an 
officer is an automobile in motion, determining the 
positions of the automobile when shots struck it, or 
its driver, and correlating this with the position of 
the shooter, demand consideration of decision time 
as well as reaction-response time. For example, a car 
traveling 20 mph moves about 29 feet per second. 
Decision time (0.553 sec) added do reaction
response time (0.365 sec) consumes 0.918 seconds
during which the car moves about 27 feet. 

The 0.918 seconds time delay also applies to 
the end of a series of shots. After an officer has be
gun to shoot, he must reevaluate the situation con
stantly to determine when the threat has ended. For 
example, if an officer determines an adversary in a 
gunfight is beginning to fall and ceases .firing imme
diately, the foe is likely to be struck by a shot or two 
after reaching the ground. The laws of gravitation 
reveal that a free-falling body will descend 6 feet in 
about 0.6 seconds, which is less time than the 0.918 
necessary for the offic�r to stop shooting. 

Law enforcement trainers instruct officers to 
shoot when it becomes apparent that an adversary is 
reaching for a firearm - before the officer actually 
sees the barrel pointed at him. We have often seen 
"action beats reaction" given as the reason for this, 
without further clarification. We suggest that the 
results of our study provide the solid, scientific, and 
easily understood explanation to cement this vital 
instruction in the officer's mind. First, as soon as the 
barrel is pointed at the officer, in the hands of a ca
pable adversary, it can immediately start discharging 
bullets at the rate of five-per-second. When the offi
cer perceives that he is looking down the muzzle, it 
takes some time to recognize this as a situation de
manding the use of deadly force (0.553 decision 
time). Then the officer must aim and fire his own 
handgun (requiring at least the 0.365 reaction
response time). The 0.918 seconds required could 
result in the officer being hit by five bullets before 
he is able to discharge the first bullet from his own 
handgun. 

Holding his fire until he is looking down the 
barrel of an adversary's gun can cause the unneces
sary death of an officer. 

Conclusion 
The lengthening of decision time with in

creasing complexity of circumstances demands that 
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the complexity of a given shooting incident be ex
amined for any analysis of the shooting to be con
sidered valid. The variations in the times recorded 
by the different officers tested must also be reflected 
upon before hasty conclusions are drawn that might 
possibly reflect negatively on an officer's career. 

A perusal of the variations in the raw data 
presented in this paper, and in the previous study,' 
supports our suggestion that, for practical purposes, 
rounding-off both the decision and reaction-response 
times to one-half second each (making one-second 
the total time, from stimulus to shot), provides an 
easily workable starting point for the analysis of 
shooting incidents and makes the concept more eas
ily understandable. 
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OFFICER REACTION-RESPONSE TIME 
DELAY AT THE END OF A 
SHOT SERIES 
Ernest J. Tobin, Firearms Training Coordinator, Georgia Public Safety Training Center, Forsyth , GA 

Martin L. Fackler MD, Wound Ballistics Consultant, Hawthorne, FL 

Abstract 
PURPOSE: To demonstrate the delaying effect of 
reaction-response time at the end of a series of shots 
METHOD: A PACT timer was set to give an audible 
signal to begin and end a two-second time period. 
Twenty Police Officers were instructed to shoot as 
many shots as possible du,ring the time between the 
signals. 
RESULTS: Seventeen of the twenty shooters (85%) 
fired one or two shots after the stop signal. The final 
shot was fired 0.261 seconds (average) after the stop 
signal. 
CONCLUSION: These results show that the reaction
response time delays the end of a series of shots. 

Several years ago, we measured the reaction
response time delay in firing a handgun, in a series 
of Police Officers, and found the average delay to be 
0.365 seconds.' The reaction�response time delay is 
the time it takes for the nerve impulse to get from 
the cerebral cortex of the brain to the flexor muscles 
of the forearm and cause them to contract -- which 
pulls the tendons that flex the trigger finger. 

In the previous study, we discussed only ap
plications involving delaying the first shot fired. 
Since that study was published, however, many 
cases have come to our attention in which Police 
Officers were accused of unnecessary use of force 
because a few of their bullets struck when the torsos 
of their adversaries had already reached the ground. 

They were accused of firing after the oppo
nent was no longer a threat. It became apparent that 
the physiologically mandated delay in bringing a 
series of shots to an end was not being considered. 
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the reac-

!ion-response time delay at the end of a series of 
shots, and discuss the significance of that delay. 

Method 
Twenty Police Officers were tested, at the 

Firearms Training Unit of the Georgia Public Safety 
Training Center, Forsyth, GA, to determine the time 
it took them to cease firing their handguns after a 
clear audible signal was given. The officers began 
with their handguns pointed at a target five yards 
downrange and their finger on the trigger. They were 
instructed to begin shooting as soon as they heard 
the sound of the first tone from a PACT timer, and to 
fire as many shots as possible before the second tone 
sounded. The timer was configured to allow two 
seconds between tones, however, this information 
was intentionally withheld from the officers. 

The PACT timer recorded the total shots 
fired by each shooter and the time after the starting 
signal that each shot was fired. 

Results (see table on next page) 

Discussion 
Physiologic processes, such as the passage of 

nerve impulses along nerve pathways in the brain, in 
the spinal cord, and in peripheral nerves, take time. 
That is an inescapable fact of life. Rational analysis of 
shooting incidents in which the target, or the shooter, 
or both, are in motion when shots are fired cannot be 
done correctly without some knowledge of the amount 
of time it takes for these nerve impulses to travel to 
various parts of the body and cause muscle action. 

The time required for these nerve impulses to 
cause a given action is called the reaction-response 
time. In a previous study, 1 we measured the reaction-
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Results 

TOTAL SHOTS TOTAL TIME 
SHOTS FIRED AFTER 2 SECONDS (SECONDS) 

9 2 2.38 
5 0 1.81 
3 1 2.05 
7 2 2.31 
4 0 1.81 
8 2 2.30 
8 1 2.11 
3 1 3.03 
8 2 2.40 
4 1 2.05 
5 1 2.10 
6 1 2.15 
8 2 2.26 
8 1 2.17 
7 ' 1 2.17 
9 2 2.28 
9 1 2.19 
9 1 2.21 
6 0 1.55 
7 2 2.27 

Average time past limit -- 0.261 seconds 

thing happens: for example, if the 
adversary's hand heads for his waist
band. Thus the situation is much like 
hearing the signal to shoot: if the de
cision to shoot on a given signal has 
already been made, the delay can be 
simply the reaction-response time. 
The end of a real-life shooting inci
dent, however, is unlike the end of 
the shooting tests reported here, in 
which the officers were given in
structions to begin shooting and end 
shooting upon hearing a signal. They 
did not have to make the decision to 
begin or stop firing for themselves. In 
a real-life shooting incident, the offi
cer must constantly monitor the situa
tion to determine what signals that 
the threat is over. Two possibilities 
that would most likely signal the end 
of the threat are: the adversary drop
ping his gun and putting his hands 
up, or his falling to the ground. The 
officer has to observe, however, and 
to decide if the actions of his adver
sary provide a reasonable signal that 
the threat has ended. Decision time, 
therefore, must be added to the reacresponse times for Police Officers in firing a handgun. 

Their average was 0.365 seconds. 
In the study reported here, we found that 85% 

of the officers tested fired one or two shots after the 
signal to stop shooting. The average time the last of 
these overtime shots was ·fired was 0.261 seconds. 
Given the previously measured' 0.365 second reaction-
response time, the 0.261 seconds is about the time one 
would expect for the last overtime shot. Since it takes 
the officers about 0.2 seconds to fire each shot, adding 
0.2 seconds to the 0.261 would put it over the previ-
ously measured 0.365 reaction-response time. 

!ion-response ti me to rationally estimate the delay in 
g at the end of an incident. stopping shootin 

Conclusion 
The gr aphic demonstration reported here 

uman body's physiology prevents the 
ing of a series of shots. This should 

evaluate shooting incidents form more 
tions. It should also expose expecta
d the impossible. 

shows that the h 
immediate stopp 
help those who 
realistic expecta 
tions that deman 

We did this study primarily as a graphic dem- References 
onstration that the reaction-response time delay occurs 
at both ends of a string of shots. The physiology of the 
human body's nervous system prevents officers from 
being able to stop shooting immediately -just as we 
showed previously that it prevents them from starting 
shooting immediately.' 

At the beginning of a shooting incident, often 
the officer has had time to reflect upon the developing 
danger and has already decided to shoot if a given 
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DEORLE: 
USE OF FORCE AND A SIGNIFICANT 
RISK OF SERIOUS INJURY 
Mildred K. O'Linn, Attorney at Law 

In Deorle v. Rutherford, et al. (3/16/01), the 
Ninth Circuit examined the use of a "long-range im
pact weapon." The opinion initially discussed the 
nature of the force used, noting that the officer used 
a 12-gauge shotgun loaded with what was termed a 
"less-lethal" or "beanbag round" expelled at a speed 
of 280 to 300 feet per second. According to the tes
timony of the primary officer cited in the Court's 
opinion, these rounds '"equid have lethal capabili
ties' at thirty feet and are potentially lethal up to 
fifty feet." 

In September, 1996, the wife of Richard 
Deorle called 9- 1-1 for assistance with her suicidal 
husband whose erratic behavior included screaming 
and banging on the walls of the house. After Mr. 
Deorle allowed his wife and children to leave the 
house he refused to allov.: the responding officer to 
enter the home. Back-up officers responded to the 
location and the perimeter was secured, preventing 
Deorle's escape. 

During subsequent interaction with the offi
cers, Deorle was "verbally intjmidating" (threatened 
to "kick [the officer's] ass") however, he was 
"physically compliant and followed all officers' in
structions." During the course of the incident, offi
cers observed Deorle to have picked up a hatchet 
which he put down when instructed to do so; to be 
holding a wooden board pulled off the porch railing; 
and to be carrying an unloaded plastic crossbow in 
one hand and a can, possibly of charcoal lighter 
fluid, in the other. However, at the time the force in 
question was used it is undisputed that Deorle was 
clearly unarmed and was walking toward the officer 
at a distance of 30 feet when the round was de
ployed. The projectile struck Deorle in the face, 
taking out an eye and leaving lead shot implanted in 
his skull. Ultimately, the Court found that the force 
used against the suspect was excessive and the offi
cer was not entitled to qualified immunity. 
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A portion of the Court's opinion focuses on 
the lack of a warning by the officer to Deorle that he 
was going to shoot him. The Court noted that there 
was no mention of any instruction given to Deorle 
by the officer other than telling him to "discard" the 
crossbow - which Deorle did before walking to
wards the officer. The officer then shot Deorle (who 
was wearing only cut-off jean shorts) with the bean
bag round when he reached the 30 foot mark. 

Examining the use of force under the Fourth 
Amendment pursuant to the "objective reasonable
ness" test and balancing the nature and quality of the 
intrusion against the governmental interests at stake, 
the Court turned to the type and amount of force in
flicted. The Court indicated in the opinion that the 
"less lethal" round, referred to euphemistically as a 
"beanbag round" and defined as a "long-range im
pact weapon," is not some sort of "hackey-sack" nor 
is it a children's toy but rather is "a projectile capa
ble of inflicting serious injury or death ... " The Court 
conceded that the "cloth-case shot appears to fall 
short of deadly force, defined in this circuit as 'that 
force which is reasonably likely to cause death.'" 
(Citing Vera Cruz v. City of Escondido.) Nonethe
less, the Court noted that the cloth-cased shot consti
tutes force which carries a significant risk of serious 
injury, and, thus, is not to be deployed lightly and in 
the test articulated by Judge Reinhardt in this matter: 
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" is to be used only when a strong 
governmental interests compels the em
ployment of so high a degree of force. " 

Turning to the other prong of the analysis -

the governmental interests at stake - the Court listed 
the Graham v. Connor (U.S. Sup. Ct., 1989) factors 
used in the analysis including: I) the severity of the 
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crime at issue; 2) whether the suspect posed an im
mediate threat to the safety of officers or others; 3) 
whether he was actively resisting arrest of attempt
ing to evade arrest by flight; and any other exigent 
circumstances that existed at the time of the arrest. 
The Court found that the force used was excessive, 
noting the following factors: Deorle was eventually 
charged with obstructing police in the performance 
of their duties; was mentally ill as opposed to a 
criminal; no exigency with regard to time was pre
sent; Deorle made no attempt to flee; posed no im
mediate threat to safety; responded to officers' in
structions; and did not attack anyone. 

Beyond the Ninth Circuit's opinion dis
cussed above, the use of impact ammunition has 
generated a tremendous amount of study, research 
and comment of late. A review of the case discussed 
at length above and research literature in this area 
prompted conversations with Dr. Martin L. Fackler, 
Wound Ballistics Consultant, Hawthorne, Florida 
and Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of the Interna
tional Wound Ballistics Association; Captain Sid 
Heal of the Los Angeles County's Sheriffs Depart
ment, Special Enforcement Bureau; and Captain Mi
chael Hillmann of the Los Angeles Police Depart
ment. Based on the above the following thoughts 
are offered for your consideration: 
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I .  Departments should strongly consider the 
use of drag-stabilized bean bag projectiles 
over the square twelve-gauge shotgun bean 
bag projectiles; 

2. The term "less lethal" is problematic in its 
definition versus using the label name of the 
item or a category title that does not imply 
results; 

3 .  The "pre-use of force warning requirement" 
referred to by the Ninth Circuit should be 
mandated where feasible and emphasized in 
training with regard to the use of any force 
option. Officers must also be aware that 
there is some· concern that this may in effect 
diminish the effectiveness of these munitions 
because warning a suspect allows him to 
brace himself like when getting a shot at the 
doctor's office and being told, "Take a deep 
breath, this may sting a little"; and 

4. According to Dr. Fackler's verified and re
producible research. results: 

a. the accuracy of square twelve-gauge 
shotgun beanbag projectiles from rifled 
barrels is unacceptable and when shot 
from smoothbore barrels they often do 
not flatten in flight and can become 
deadly penetrating projectiles; and 

b. drag stabilized beanbag rounds are far 
more accurate then square beanbags, and 
shoot most accurately from a smoothbore 
barrel. 

Finally, for those agencies within the pur
view of the Ninth Circuit, the use of such long-range 
impact weapons must be done in accordance with the 
Graham v. Connor and Deorle's recently articulated 
standard. The standard in the Deorle case indicates 
when force is used which carries a significant risk of 
serious injury, it is to be used only when a strong 
governmental interest compels the employment of so 
high a degree of force, taking into consideration fac
tors including: I) the severity of the crime at issue; 
2) whether the suspect posed an immediate threat to 
the safety of officers or others; 3) whether he was 
actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest 
by flight; and any other exigent circumstances that 
existed at the time of the arrest. 
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Bean Bag Accuracy 

ACCURACY TESTS OF 12 GAUGE 
SQUARE AND BULB TYPE BEAN BAGS 
FROM SMOOTHBORE AND RIFLED 
SHOTGUNS 
Todd Brannan * and Allen Rape * 
*Firearms Training Instructor at the Georgia Public Safety Training Center, Forsyth, GA 

Abstract 

PURPOSE: To compare the accuracy and velocities of 
square and bulb type bean bags fired from both 
smoothbore and rifled 12 gauge shotguns 

METHOD: Each test consisted of five shots, fired 
from a rest, at a distance of 50 feet through Pact MK 
IV chronograph screens into a paper target with an 
eight-inch black bull 

RESULTS: Bulb bean bags from a smoothbore gave a 
group 3.87 inches in diameter. Bulb bean bags from a 
rifled barrel gave a group 4.25 inches in diameter. 
Square bean bags from a smoothbore gave a group 
12.87 inches in diameter. Square bean bags from a 
smoothbore gave a group 14.00 inches diameter. 
Square bean bags from a rifled barrel gave a group 
21.37 inches in diameter. Square bean bags from a 
rifled barrel gave a group 23.00 inches in diameter. 

CONCLUSION: Bulb type bean bags proved to be 
inherently far more accurate than square bean bags. 
Smoothbore shotguns were more accurate than shot
guns with rifled barrels in firing both types of bean 
bags. The accuracy difference was large for square 
bean bags. 

In Volume 5, Issue I of the Wound Ballistics 
Review, an article from the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police Forensic Laboratory in Regina, Saskatchewan 
compared accuracy of 12 gauge bulb-with-tail type 
(drag stabilized) bean bags with square bean bags, 
from both smoothbore and rifled barrels. ' That article 
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showed very poor accuracy with square bean bags fired 
from rifled shotgun barrels. 

In the previous issue of the Wound Ballistics 
Review, however, an article from the Los Angeles Po
lice Department claimed (referring to square bean 
bags) " . . .  limited testing has shown very good accuracy 
from rifled barrels when the range is not extreme (typi
cal group size less than 6 inches at 40 feet)." 2 

Dr. Fackler, editor of the Wound Ballistics Re
view, telephoned us to discuss the discrepancy, of 
which we were well aware. Dr. Fackler asked if we 
could do an accuracy comparison of both types of bean 
bags from smoothbore and rifled shotgun barrels. We 
agreed to do the testing and reporting those tests is the 
purpose of this article. 

Method 
Six five-shot tests were fired from a rest at a 

distance of 50 feet into paper targets with an eight-inch 
black bull. Velocities were measured using a Pact MK 
IV chronograph with screens 15 feet from the shot
gun's muzzle. The screen separation was two feet. 
Drag stabilized (bulb with tail) bean bags were com
pared with square bean bags, fired from both 
smoothbore and rifled barrel shotguns. The smoothbore 
barrel was a 20-inch Remington cylinder bore which 
measured 0.729 inches at the muzzle. The rifled barrel 
was a 20-inch Hastings Paradox Slug Barrel, which 
measured 0.724 inches at the muzzle. 
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Results 

TYPE'QF BEAN BAG BARREL 

I. Drag stabilized smoothbore 

2. Drag stabilized rifled 

3. Square smoothbore 

4. Square smoothbore 

5. Square rifled 

6. Square rifled 

In test three, one shot resulted in the wadding 
and power piston remaining stuck in the barrel. 
In test five, one shot r�sulted in the wadding and power 
piston remaining stuck in the barrel. 
In test six, three shots resulted in the wadding and 
power piston remaining stuck in the barrel. 

In neither of the tests with the drag stabilized 
bean bags did any shots result in wadding or power 
piston remaining stuck in the barrel. 

Discussion 
The results of our testing are in strong agree

ment with those reported in reference one: the most 
accurate combination in both studies was the drag sta
bilized (bulb) bean bag fired from a smoothbore barrel. 
Our group diameter was 3.87 inches and theirs was 5 
inches. Both studies also found by far the worst accu
racy came from firing the square bean bags from a ri
fled b�rrel: our average group diameter for that combi
nation was 22.2 inches, whereas theirs was 20.7 inches. 

Combining the two five-shot groups in which 
we fired the square bean bags from a rifled barrel, with 
the four five-shot groups reported in reference one with 
that combination, we find an average group size of 
21.2 inches. It is difficult to reconcile these findings 
with the claim from reference two that they found 
"very good accuracy" when firing square bean bags 
from a rifled barrel. 

GROUP DIAMETER A VERAGE VELOCITY 

3.87 inches 239 ft/sec 

4.25 inches 247 ft/sec 

12.87 inches 224 ft/sec 

14.00 inches 233 ft/sec 

21.3 7 inches 200 ft/sec 

23.00 inches 202 ft/sec 

Conclusion 
Our study strongly supports the findings re

ported in reference one. We suggest that the threefold 
to fivefold increase in group size obtained with the 
square bean bags compared to the drag stabilized bean 
bags suppqrts discontinuing the use of the square bean 
bags and switching to the bulb-with-tail drag stabilized 
bean bag projectiles for law enforcement use. 
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Wound Ballistics Workshop 

THIRD INTERNATIONAL 
WORKSHOP ON WOUND BALLISTICS, 
THUN, SWITZERLAND, MARCH 28-29, 2001 
W. Hays Parks - Special Assistant to the Judge Advocate General of the Army 

Martin L. Fackler, MD - Wound Ballistics Consultant 

Both authors represented the United States at 
each of the three Swiss Wound Ballistics Workshops. 
This article is written in their personal capacities. 

We reported on this subject in !99i and 19982• 
Since that time, efforts by Switzerland to establish itself 
as the international arbiter of whose military small arms 
projectiles are satisfactory and whose are "inhumane" 
have continued. , 

As noted,2 the Swi;s hosted the First Interna
tional Workshop on Wound Ballistics in Interlaken, Swit
zerland, in 1997. On 23-24 March 1999, they convened 
the Second Wound Ballistics Workshop in nearby Thun 
(long a center for Swiss ammunition development, test
ing, and manufacturing). We did not report on the second 
workshop because it was merely a rehash of the· errors 
discussed in references one and two. 

Joining us as a member of the US delegation to 
the Third Wound Ballistics Workshop was Steve Solo
mon, deputy legal attache at the US Mission in Geneva. 

The Swiss propose a regulation of military rifle 
bullets to replace the bullet-construction-based limitations 
of the 1 899 Hague Declaration Concerning Expanding 
Bullets (prohibiting so-called 'Durn-Dum' bullets, named 
for the British factory near Calcutta where they were pro
duced). This treaty prohibits "bullets which expand or 
flatten easily in the human body, such as bullets with a 
hard envelope which does not entirely cover the core or is 
pierced with incisions." The negotiating history of the 
1 899 Hague Declaration establishes that it was not in
tended to prohibit projectiles that might yaw or fragment 
in soft tissue. The history of military practice since 1899 
is clear: every military rifle projectile used, whether 
Spitzer (such as the British .303, U.S . .30-06 Springfield, 
or German 8mrn Mauser) or round-nosed (such as the 
Italian Carcano), may yaw in soft tissue depending on a 
variety of circumstances, and may fragment. 

The proposed Swiss regulation - a new protocol 
to the 1980 United Nations Conventional Weapons Con-

• 
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vention - proposes to evaluate bullets by shooting them 
into the glycerin soap blocks used by the Swiss for bullet 
testing, rather than into I 0% ordnance gelatin. The vol
ume of the hole left in the soap block by the bullet is (they 
argue) proportional to the amount of kinetic energy lost 
by the bullet. This provides an easy way to measure the 
kinetic energy loss by the bullet at any point in its path 
through the soap. The soap block can be cut to include 
any part of the bullet path. The volume used in making 
that part of the path would be measured by filling that 
hole with water. Cavity volume is determined by pouring 
the water into a graduated flask. The Swiss propose to 
ban military use of any bullet that loses more than 25 
Joules of energy in any of the first 12 em of the bullet's 
path. 

Yes, the method is easy. But what does the 
measurement of energy loss tell us about bullet effects? 

• The Swiss proposal is based on the false assumption 
that the damage caused by a given bullet is propor
tional to the amount of kinetic energy lost by that bul
let in a soap block. See references one and two for 
explanations of why that assumption is false. 

• Glycerin soap is inelastic. It remains in the position to 
which it was stretched by the temporary cavity. The 
Swiss method, therefore, can measure only the tem
porary cavity. It assumes that the entire wounding ef
fect of the bullet is due to the temporary cavity. This 
approach ignores the effects of the permanent cavity. 
Penetrating bullets wound by crushing sufficient tis
sue to allow the bullet to pass. The hole made by this 
crushed tissue is called the permanent cavity. The 
size of the permanent cavity made by non
fragmenting bullets depends on the size of the pene
trating projectile. A yawing bullet makes a larger 
permanent cavity than one that does not yaw. The 
size of the permanent cavity is nearly the same in all 
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living soft ussues. The permanent cavity is what 
makes holes in blood vessels and organs. A tempo
rary cavity in glycerin soap exaggerates a bullet's 
wounding effects, particularly to laymen. 

• Penetrating bullets cause the walls of the hole they 
have made (their permanent cavity) to dilate and 
form a temporary cavity. How far the walls of the 
bullet hole are stretched in forming the temporary 
cavity depends on the bullet's velocity as well as its 
presenting shape. Bullet yaw is at least as important 
as bullet velocity in determining temporary cavity 
size. Temporary cavity effect is extremely variable, 
depending mostly on the elasticity and anatomic con
straints of the tissue stretched. Liver, for example, 
can be severely disrupted by the same size temporary 
cavity that would be absorbed by the elasticity of 
lung, bowel wall, or muscle. Large blood vessels are 
quite elastic and are rarely damaged by being dis

smaller but faster projectile. Although the 6 mm 
sphere produced a temporary cavity of about 7.8 em 
diameter, compared to one of 4.5 em diameter pro
duced by the 17.5 mm sphere, the distance that the 
7.8 em cavity would displace tissue (which can be 
measured from the wound profile) is a maximum of 
only about 3.6 em ( 1 .4 in). Such a small displacement 
of tissues would cause insignificant tissue damage in 
most body soft tissues such as lung and bowel wall. 

The Swiss failed to explain on what basis they 
chose 25 Joules energy loss per centimeter of bullet path 
as the demarcation between "humane" and "inhumane" 
bullets. The establishment of such a critical level would 
require much study in the form of controlled shots at 
various energy levels, with various projectiles, into living 
and anesthetized (or freshly killed) animals whose size 
approximates that of adult humans (200 lb pigs would be 
suitable). The decision on where to draw the "humane vs. 

placed momen- �·------------------------�----------------------, inhumane" line is arbi
trary and one that would 
be the source of heated 
debate. It would be ex-

tarily by the tem
porary cavity. 

• The fatal flaw in 

0 
6 mm Stu I Sphere 
Vel-3382 fl' 103 1  mls 
Wt- l l . G  9' 0.9gm 

tremely difficult to reach 
the Swiss theory hmporu, cuuy a consensus among 
that a bullet's \ '"m"7 ' c •• ;., medical and scientific 

;u::di�;ui��:�� o :,..,.,_.,...,,"' L' ·�""'·'''"" '-'"»-,:".'' -«•�.;,i,, '-'···� ·-·· '-"' " . .  ,, , , , , , o, :{g��\e,
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to the size of the step cannot be ignored. 
temporary cavity Apparently the Swiss 
it produces is il- have ignored it. Without 
lustra ted by L ... ----- ____ ____ . . ___ _ .  . _ it, the Swiss 25 Joule 
comparing Fig- 6.. 5 10 " 20 25 30 35 40 41 level (or any other level) 
ure one with Fig- Figure 1 - This wound profile was produced at the Letterman Army lnsti of energy loss has no 
ure two. The pro- lute of research in the mid 1 980s. It depicts the disruption cause by the scientific credibility. 
jectile that pro- mm steel sphere shot at about 3400 Wsec. This is the projectile and ve Lacking scientific credi-
duced these locity used in the Swedish "trauma model." bility, the Swiss proposal 
wound profiles possessed the same kinetic energy. A cannot obtain the consensus of governments, bound by 
6 mm diameter steel sphere striking at 3382 ftlsec the 1980 Conventional Weapons Convention, required 
produced the wound profile shown as Figure one. It for adoption as a new protocol to that treaty. 
produced a permanent cavity of about 6 mm diameter The Swiss proposal suffers from other errors. It 
and it penetrated 43 em. A 17.5 mm diameter lead errs in offering wounding potential as wounding effect in 
sphere striking at 540 ftlsec produced the wound pro- all circumstances. The 1 899 Hague Declaration Concern-
file shown as Figure two. It produced a permanent ing Expanding Bullets prohibited a projectile designed so 
cavity of about 17.5 mm diameter and it penetrated that every shot would produce predictable and nearly 
73 em. Any one who wishes to calculate and com- identical wounds in the human body. The typical hollow 

pare the volumes of tissue crushed by the two projec- point rifle projectile (akin to the so-called 'Dum-Dum') 
tiles will find that the larger but slower projectile nearly always starts expanding within one inch of the 

crushes about 1 5  times as much tissue as does the skin, at virtually all distances. This is not true of the full
metal-jacketed rifle bullet. For example, the 5.56x45mm 
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11,5 "'"' lull • ...,.,. 
W'l-411•• H.lgm 
V•l- 540 Ill JU "''" 

NATO SS- I 09 begins its 
yaw after traveling an 
average of eleven to 
twelve centimeters in 
soft tissue'. Seventy per 
cent wiii yaw around 
twelve centimeters. Fif
teen per cent wiii yaw 
sooner, while fifteen per 
cent wiii yaw later (Fig
ure three). The Swiss 
proposal appears to offer 
the fifteen per cent that 
yaw early as the norm, 
and as the threshold for 

Figure 2 - This wound profile shows a 17.5 mm lead ball shot at only 540 fVsec. It possesses the 
same amount of kinetic energy as the much smaller but faster projectile whose wound profile is 
shown in Fig 1 .  

determining legality. 
Modem military smaii arms ammunition may 

produce marginaiiy more severe terminal baiiistics effects 
at closer ranges, but only if the projectile travels sufficient 
distance in the human body. pvery projectile fired is sub
ject to variants that may affect its terminal baiiistics. 
Swiss and U.S. experts in meetings at the conferences 
( 1978- I 980) that promulgated the original Conventional 
Weapons Convention identified these variants. They 
were enumerated at the First Wound Baiiistics Workshop 
by the first author. Inexplicably, they have been ignored 
by the Swiss. 

The Swiss formula considers terminal baiiistics 
only. A wound profile is not the sole factor in determin
ing the legality of military smaii arms ammunition. For 
example, a wound profile cannot determine the accuracy 
of a projectile, nor the accuracy of the weapon in which it 
is to be used. Nor does it take into consideration the mili
tary necessity for a projectile, s�ch as a requirement to 
penetrate body armor at long range. 

' The hosts invited Professor Christopher Green
wood, QC, a highly regarded Professor of International 
Law at the London School of Economics, to offer the 
Workshop's keynote address. He declined to conclude 
that a new protocol was necessary to replace the I 899 
Hague Declaration. He noted that the other historic law 
of war standard - prohibiting weapons or munitions cal
culated to cause superfluous injury - may chaiienge the 
validity of the I 899 Hague Declaration in ail circum
stances. He pointed out that the balance between military 
necessity and superfluous injury is critical, but difficult to 
define. The 1 899 Hague Declaration does not prohibit 
military use of a projectile unless its normal performance 
is similar to the 'Dum-Dum. '  
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Professor Christopher Greenwood stated that a 
weapon would be deemed to cause superfluous injury 
only if it inevitably or in its normal use has a particular 
effect, and the injury caused is considered by govern
ments as disproportionate to the military necessity for it. 
Although its negotiation history suggests political rather 
than humanitarian reasons for its promulgation, the 1899 
Hague Declaration prohibits projectiles that meet this 
legal test. No modem military smaii arms projectile does 
so. 

Professor Greenwood suggested that the prohibi
tion of military ammunition that violates the I 899 Hague 
Declaration, or that may be calculated to cause superflu
ous injury, must be balanced against other law of war 
principles, including the principles of militmy necessity 
and distinction. The former has been referred to. The 
latter endeavors to protect innocent civilians from the 
effects of combat. He argued that distinction is of greater 
importance than supeifluous injury. For example, he 
could envision a military rifle projectile that might cause 
greater suffering to enemy combatants than other, lawful 
military projectiles, but would be lawful because it pro
vides increased protection for civilians through greater 
accuracy or reduced ricochet risk. The hosts undoubtedly 
were disappointed with his presentation, which did not 
support their case for a new protocol. 

This is the third time the Swiss have sought the 
opinion of a recognized outside legal expert to support 
their argument that a "problem" exists warranting a new 
protocol, and the third time they have been disappointed. 
At the first workshop, the first author was asked (on very 
short notice) to offer his views. As those views did not 
support the Swiss argument, they were not published as 
part of the workshop report. At the second workshop, 
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Gert Jan van Hegelsom, a respected Dutch international 
lawyer, declined to endorse the Swiss call for a new pro
tocol. Professor Greenwood's analysis continued the ex
pression of doubt of his predecessors as to the validity of 
the Swiss effort. 

The Swiss have been unclear as to the rationale 
for their effort, and the type of new technology "threat" 
they see justifYing such an expenditure of effort. The 
answers have become more apparent. 

Figure 3 - These three wound profiles are variation 
produced by the M 193 bullet fired from the M 1 6  A 1 
r�le. The middle profile is the average one, seen i 
about 70% of cases. The top and bottom profiles eac 
occur in about 1 5% of cases. The M 855 bullet fire 
from the M16 A2 rifle produces similar profiles. Sue 
variations in wound profiles are seen with all full-metal 
jacketed rifle bullets. This variation is most likely cause 
by minute variations in the yaw angle as the bulle 
strikes tissue or tissue simulant. Very small yaw angle 
in air grow rapidly in living tissue. 

The "threat" appears to be the new, smaller pro
jectiles such as offered by Fabrique Nationale 
(5.7x28mm) and Heckler & Koch (4.6x30mm), each of 
which yaws earlier than 12cm in soft tissue. Reviews 
published in this journal of these weapons showed the 
flaw in the Swiss argument, as neither is regarded as hav
ing wounding effects approaching that of the 5.56x45mn; 
M855 (NATO SS 109) used by the United States, NATO, 

and other nations (e.g., Korea, Australia, Singapore), or 
the Russian 5.45x39mm, nor a "threat" necessitating a 
new protocol.4'5 Curiously, while the Swiss initially 
claimed that all current military ammunition would com
ply "in principle" with their proposed protocol, the Rus
sian Kalashnikov 5.45x39mm was highlighted during the 
Third Workshop as probably in violation of the proposed 
protocol. The French also have been informed that their 
5.56x45mm ammunition would violate the Swiss proto
col. This reinforces the arbitrary nature of the proposed 
standard. 

The Swiss motive appears to be economic rather 
than humanitarian. In 1 980, faced with increasing com
plaints from the local population, the Swiss conducted a 
study as to the feasibility of moving their Ministry of De
fense ammunition testing facilities away from urban 
Thun. In 1 988, the federal project "Low Noise Ballistic 
Ranges, Wittaumatte Thun," along with an environmental 
impact report, was presented to the Swiss parliament. 
Construction was begun in 1 990, and the ranges were 
placed in operation in 1993. This construction coincided 
with the end of the Cold War, a downturn in the Swiss 
economy, and downsizing of the Swiss defense estab
lishment. The coincidence of the opening of the new 
Thun facility, its competition for fewer defense resources, 
and the Swiss call for a new protocol and international 
use of its facilities, has not been lost on other govern
ments. 

The Third International Wound Ballistics Work
shop did nothing to bolster the Swiss case. Given their 
motivations, however, it is unlikely to be the end of their 
effort. 
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SIMPLIFIED BULLET 
EFFECT TESTING 
Martin L. Fackler MD, Wound Ballistics Consultant, Hawthorne, FL 

Abstract 

PURPOSE: To describe a simple and inexpensive 
test for handgun bullet performance 

METHOD: Bullets are fired through a single half
gallon cardboard milk carton filled 
with water, backed by a twenty-six
inch-long cardboard box filled with 
unspun cotton fibers 

RESULTS: The four inches of water causes a 
handgun bullet to expand as it does in 
living tissue. Then the cotton fiber ma
terial wraps around the bullet and 
stops it for recovery while causing it 
no additional deformity 

CONCLUSION: The resistance to a bullet's penetration 
in water mimics closely the deforma
tion-causing potential in living soft
tissue. Unspun cotton fibers capture a 
bullet without causing it to deform 
or fragment. Since the cotton can be 
reused indefinitely, only a single one
half gallon milk carton needs to be re
placed for each.new shot. 

'Ordnance gelatin mixed in a I 0% by weight 
solution and shot at a block temperature of 4° C has 
become the standard for reliable and reproducible 
testing of bullet effects. Each block of the gelatin 
must be calibrated before test shots by shootmg a 
steel BB into it at 590 ft/sec. A BB penetration of 
8.5± I em is the standard that verifies that the gela
tin will reproduce the approximate penetration 
depth seen in living muscle. Shots into standard 
ordnance gelatin reproduce bullet expansion and 
fragmentation pattern, bullet penetration depth, 
temporary cavity size and location, and the yaw 
behavior of the bullet. Ordnance ge!atm, however, 
is expensive. Preparing it properly and using it cor-
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rectly are time consuming and demand great atten
tion to detail. 

Shots into water cause bullets to expand as 
they do in gelatin or muscle.' Water-filled tanks are 
used almost universally for recovering test bullets 
in criminalistics laboratories . We have published 
an article describing a method for shooting into a 
homemade water tank. 2 In general, however, water 
tanks are expensive and bulky, and tanks are justi
fied only where a lot of bullet testing is done. In 
1 990, IWBA member Gus Cotey published an arti
cle describing a "poor man ' s  ballistics lab" in 
which he fired into lined-up water-filled cardboard 
milk or juice cartons.' More recently, Gus pub
lished a follow-up article describing the limitations 
of water-filled cartons in predicting bullet penetra
tion distance.4 Another recent article, in which wa
ter-filled cartons were used to test rifle bullets,' il
lustrated the inconvenience of having to use up to 
! 6  cartons to assure capturing the test bullet. 

In any method of testing bullet perform
ance, recovering the test bullet is mandatory. FMJ 
rifle bullets have a strong tendency to change their 
direction of travel considerably when they yaw in 
water, gelatin, or the human body. This causes a 
problem in gelatin and in water testing since yaw
ing bullets often exit the sides of the test mediUm 
and are lost. Hagen had to add more cartons on the 
sides of his lined-up central cartons to increase the 
chances of catching the 5 .45x39 mm bullet he 
tested, which acted like a FMJ bullet, yawed and 
changed its direction of penetration.' 

Although soft-point or hollow-point ex
panding bullets nearly always penetrate in a straight 
path, in gelatin, water, or living tissue, after they 
expand, there must be enough tissue simulant to 
encompass the entire bullet path. Most bullets will 
penetrate about 1 .5 times as far m water as m stan
dard 1 0% ordnance gelatin: some penetrate even 
farther. This adds inconvenience by increasing the 
number of cardboard cartons needed to capture the 
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test bullet. To capture an expanding handgun bullet, 
that expands, six lined-up cartons should suffice. 
But the reason for the testing is most often to find 
out if the bullet expands or not. If the bullet does 
not expand, twelve lined-up cartons might be 
needed to capture it. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe a 
simple and inexpensive test of bullet effects, which 
requires only one carton per shot, in hopes that it 
will encourage the more widespread use of bullet 
testing. 

Method 
Figure one shows a 26-inch long, ! ?inch 

wide, and nine-inch high-corrugated cardboard box, 
which has been divided in half, lengthwise, by sta
pling in place a 1 /2-inch fiberboard divider. This 
produces two eight by nine inch channels, each 26 
inches long. These cliannels can be divided by cor
rugated cardboard spacers, from four to seven 
inches apart, as shown, which are held in place by 
the unspun cotton fiber material filling the spaces 

between them. 
One Winchester 1 47 grain hollow-point bul

let was fired, from a 9 mm Parabellum Browning 
HiPower handgun, directly into the right-side chan
nel of the cotton-filled box. 

Another Winchester 1 47 hollow-point bullet 
from the same lot was fired from the same 9 mm 
Parabellum Browning HiPower handgun through a 
water-filled half-gallon cardboard milk carton 
placed two inches in front of the right-side channel 
of the cotton-filled box. That bullet passed through 
the water-filled carton and then into the cotton
filled box. 

For both shots, the box was placed about 
ten feet from the handgun' s  muzzle, and the light 
sensing screens of an Oehler Model 3 5 chronograph 
were placed a few feet in front of the box. 

Although not shown in Figure one, the wa
ter-filled carton is shot after it is placed in a light
weight plastic bag considerably larger than the car
ton. This bag helps greatly in controlling the water 
which, propelled by the force of the temporary cav
ity, leaves the disrupted carton and spreads water 
over a six to ten foot radius without the bag. r=====================================� 

re one - i 
filled with unspun cotton fiber in the right channel {closest to the camera) and poly
ester fiber in the left channel. A disrupted one-half gallon milk carton which was 
filled with water when shot is shown in the position where it was shot-- a few 
inches in front of the right channel of the box. 
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Results 
The velocity of the bullet that 

passed directly into the cotton-filled 
box was I 042 ft/sec. It was recovered, 
undeformed, after having penetrated 
23 inches into the cotton. The uncle
formed bullet is shown on the left side 
of Figure two. 

The velocity of the bullet that 
passed through the water-filled carton 
before entering the cotton-filled box 
was 997 ft/sec. It was recovered after 
penetrating 1 5  inches into the cotton 
fibers. It had expanded to a diameter 
of 0 .56  inch and had five sharp edges 
of folded-back copper bullet jacket 
strips protruding from the bullet's ex
panded diameter as viewed from front
to-hack. This bullet is shown on the 
right side of Figure two. 

In Figure one, a disrupted half
gallon milk carton, through which the 
bullet that expanded passed, is shown 
a few inches in front of the cotton-
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a few inches in front of the cotton-fiber-filled box. 
Previous unreported testing has shown that 

the cotton or polyester material has another advan
tage that is evident when capturing rifle bullets: 
when the rifle bullet yaws in this material (as 
shown by the shape of holes in the spacers, it does 
not change the direction of its penetration. This 
makes FMJ rifle bullets far easier to capture in cot
ton or polyester fiber than they are in gelatin or wa
ter, where they do change direction as they yaw. 
Based on my previous testing, the M 1 93 bullet, 
fired from an M 1 6  A I rifle, is likely to require 
seven or eight feet of polyester pillow stuffing to 
capture it.  But since the bullet travels straight, a 
six-by-six inch channel is probably adequate to 
capture these rifle bullets -- provided the shots are 
kept in the center of the channel and the boxes are 
lined up squarely. 

Discussio11 
The hybrid test method described here com

bines water, a tissue simulant that causes a bullet to 

lets rapidly. 
It should be noted that unspun cotton fiber 

is not currently easy to obtain. It appears to have 
been essentially replaced for padding in clothing, 
quilts, or comforters, by polyester fiber. I could not 
locate uspun cotton fiber in Gainesville, FL, and 
had to order it over the internet 
(www.halcyonyam.com). Based on a few compari
son shots, it appears that the easier-to-find polyes
ter pillow stuffing can be used interchangeably with 
cotton as a medium for catching bullets without 
deforming them. 

To estimate the effectiveness of any ex
panding-type handgun bullet, its expanded diame
ter, and the depth to which it penetrates must be 
known. Bullet expansion and penetration are related 
inversely: for bullets of the same caliber and 
weight, the larger a bullet's expanded diameter, the 
shallower its penetration depth. The test described 
here reveals a bullet's expanded diameter. A bit of 
experience testing bullets in gelatin, perusal of 
some of the wound profiles shown in this issue (pp. 
25-38) or results from published studies reporting 

expand as it does in living soft tis
sue, with cotton, a material used to 
capture test bullets without deform
ing them. We know from testing 
bullets in gelatin that if an expand
ing-type handgun bullet is going to 
expand it will do so within a few 
inches of entry into the gelatin, 
where its velocity is highest. Thus, 
the four inches of water in the carton 
is sufficient to expand any bullet 
that is ,going to expand. After the 
water, all that is needed is a material 
to capture the bullet without chang
ing it further. Unspun cotton fibers, 
by wrapping around the spinning 
bullet, stop it in a shorter distance 
than does further penetration into 
water. The great advantage of cot
ton, however, is that it is reusable 
practically indefinitely. After every 
few shots, it is useful to repair holes 
made in the cardboard spacers by 
previous bullets. These spacers are 
not essential to the method reported 
here, but aid in finding the fired bul-

Figure two - The nondeformed bullet shown on the left side of this figure was 

fired into cotton. The well-expanded bullet shown on the right was shot through a 

water-filled half-gallon milk carton prior to being caught in cotton. Note the sev

eral edges of the copper bullet jacket projecting out beyond the expanded lead. 

These add a cutting action that increases considerably the disruptive effect of the 

penetrating bullet. 
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testing of bullets in gelatin!·' will allow accurate 
estimation of the penetration depth for a bullet, 
given its caliber, weight, and expanded diameter. 

Conclusion 
The calibration and standardization of ord

nance gelatin was done in the mid- 1 980s. Since 
then the quality and reliability of handgun bullets 
has increased greatly. Outlandish advertising claims 
become less likely when a reliable test is  available 
to disprove them. But there is still the problem of 
quality control. From time to time a lot of ordinar
ily reliable bullets are produced which fail to per
form as they should. The more widespread the 
availability of valid bullet testing, the more likely it 
is that substandard bullets will have their defects 
exposed before they can endanger the lives of their 
users. 

The bullet test described here is especially 
applicable to exposing :unsatisfactory expansion of 
handgun bullets. This test method is simple and in
expensive enough so that serious users of handgun 
bullets, whose life might depend upon the reliabil
ity of these bullets, can test their own bullets with
out great inconvenience. This makes the user inde
pendent of possibly unreliable tests done by others 
or by the bullets' manufacturer. 

This simple and reliable bullet testing 
method in the hands of all serious shooters should, 
over time, increase the overall quality of available 
bullets. 
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simulates a small animal with a plastic container, 
filled with a mud used to lubricate oil drills. He 
then catches tlte bullet as it exits in /tis ten-foot
long box filled with oiled sawdust. He then finds 
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WOUND PROFILES 
Martin L. Fackler, MD - Wound Ballistics Consultant 

Abstract 
PURPOSE: To collect in and present in one place all 
twenty-six original wound profiles from the Wou�d 
Ballistics Laboratory of the Letterman Anny Institute 
of Research 
METHOD: Various projectiles were shot into 10% 
ordnance gelatin blocks at a block temperature of 4° C. 
Measurements of the gelatin disruption and projectile 
deformation were taken. These data, with projectile 
velocity, weight, and type were shown on each wound 
profile. 
RESULTS: Wound profiles illustrate projectile pene
tration depth, deformation, and fragmentation. They 
show the temporary cavity, and have a scale for quanti
fication of the profile. 
CONCLUSION: The wound profile illustrations can be 
used to predict damage profiles for the bullets shown 
and also to interpolate the damage profiles for similar 
projectiles. 

Prior to 1 982, the gelatin used as a "tissue 
simulant" had never been compared to living tissue in 
any quantitative or reproducible way. That all those 
who had studied wound ballistics and used gelatin as a 
tissue simulant prior to the 1 980s had neglected to 
calibrate it against living tissue is an oversight that has 
always astounded me. 

To determine all of the wound components 
mentioned above, we must use a tissue simulant in 
which a projectile will penetrate to the same depth it 
will in living soft tissue. We must use large enough 
blocks of the simulant to contain the cracks caused by 
the temporary cavity of the projectile, and enough 
blocks, placed end-to-end, to catch the entire path of 
the projectile: the projectile must come to rest in the 
gelatin. Our search of the open and the classified litera
ture revealed that ordnance gelatin had apparently 
never been calibrated against living animal soft-tissue. 
That calibration was the necessary first step in the 
wound profile method developed at the Wound Ballis
tics Laboratory of the Letterman Anny Institute of Re
search (LAIR), at the Presidio Anny Base in San Fran
cisco in the early 1 980s. 2 We found that 10% ordnance 
gelatin, shot at a block temperature of 4° C, matched 
projectile penetration depth produced in the thigh mus
cles of living anesthetized pigs 2 The length of the 
cracks produced in the gelatin by the projectile's tem
porary cavity was also found to match the temporary 
cavity size determined by high-speed x-ray in the 
thighs of living anesthetized pigs.2 The wound profile 
method measures and illustrates, quantitatively, all the 
wound components listed above. 

The same workers made all the gelatin used at 
the Wound Ballistics Laboratory at LAIR. They fol
lowed the gelatin manufacturer's directions carefully. 
Judging the resistance of the gelatin when pushed by a 
finger gave a rough measure of its consistency from 
block to block. And it always seemed of the same con
sistency by this rough approximation. Additionally, we 
had done several studies in which the same shots were 
done into gelatin and then repeated in living anesthe
tized animals, or a combination of tissue and then gela
tin was used to catch shots. In all of these studies, there 
was close consistency between the gelatin and tissue_ 
penetration depths.'·' 
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Up until the 1980s, bullet testing lacked scien
tific validity. Ordnance engineers and others had shot 
through gelatin blocks about six inches thick, measured 
the entrance and exit velocity, and calculated the ki
netic energy lost by the bullet. They assumed the 
calculated kinetic energy to be a measure of the 
damage the bullet would do to a human body. Even if 
that had been true, which it is riot, 1 it would not tell 
anything about the type, quantity, or location of the 
tissue dioruption. To understand how a given projectile 
disrupts tissue, we need to know if it deforms or not, if 
it yaws or not, and where along its path the 
deformation or yaw occurs. We need to know if its 
path in tissue is straight or curved, and if it is curved, at 
what depth of penetration does the curve occur, and 
how much does the bullet path curve? We need to 
know how large a temporary cavity the projectile 
causes, and where along its path the cavity occurs. If 
the projectile fragments, we need to know how much 
of the original projectile breaks off to form fragments, 
we need to know how far the fragments spread from 
the projectile's path. All of these components are 
needed to fully describe a projectile-tissue interaction. 
The kinetic energy lost tells us nothing about any of 
these critical wound components. 
Volume 5, Issue 2 25 
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On one occasion, however, we had a visitor at 
LAIR, on short notice, for whome we wanted to dem
onstrate a test shot, and we didn't have any gelatin to 
shoot that had been "aged" for the recommended 48 
hours after its preparation. We had to shoot gelatin that 
had been "aged" for only about 1 2  hours. When han
dling the gelatin we noted it was ·softer than normal'. 
The shot into the gelatin penetrated 1 3  inches rather 
than the eight inches we expected, and its temporary 
cavity (measured by cracks in the gelatin) was less than 
one-half the expected diameter. Some time later, we 
were contacted by a wound ballistics researcher who 
had tested a bullet shown to penetrate about 1 2  inches 
in our gelatin. In his gelatin it penetrated 1 6  to 1 7  
inches. He sent me some cartridges from the same lot 
he had tested. In our gelatin it penetrated the expected 
1 2  inches. The reason turned out to be that he was 
heating his gelatin too much in preparing it. 5 These 
incidents led us to recognize the need for a method to 
calibrate each block of gelatin, just prior to shooting it, 
to verify it's validity. We shot BBs (copper plated steel 
sphere, 0 . 1 7  inch diameter, weight 5 grains) into gela
tin at 590 ftlsec. We also shot them into the thighs of 
freshly killed I 00 pound pigs. The BB' s penetrated to a 
depth of 8.5 em (measured from the leading edge of 
the BB) in both the gelatin and in the pig's leg. This 
established the calibration standard for I 0% ordnance 
gelatin, shot at a block temperature of 4° C: a BB shot 
at 590± 1 5  ft/sec must penetrate 8.5±1cm. 

Some years after the wound profile method 
was developed, measurements were taken from autop
sies of humans killed with projectiles for which wound 
profiles had been produce<l. A close correlation was 
found between the penetration and the damage profiles 
measured in human soft tissue and in the wound pro
files 6 

During the decade the Wound Ballistics Labo
ratory at LAIR was in operation ( 1 9 8 1 - 1 9 9 1 ), twenty
six wound profiles were produced. Most of these have 
been published, but no more than half of them are 
found in any one publication. 7 The purpose of this pa
per is to explain the derivation and applications of the 
wound profiles, and illustrate all 26 of them in one 
place to facilitate their use. 

Method 
We evaluated hundreds of different projectiles 

at the Wound Ballistics Laboratory at LAIR, up to and 
including the FMJ 50 caliber machine gun bullet. All 

26 

projectiles were tested by catching their entire path in 
1 0% gelatin, shot 1 0  feet from the gun's muzzle. This 
generated the information needed to produce the 
wound profiles. The wound profile dimensions are the 
average of at least three shots into gelatin; most were 
an average of five or ten shots. We chose to have 
wound profiles drawn up for the 26 projectiles pre
sented here because most of these illustrate the typical 
wounding pattern of a group of projectiles. Most of the 
small-caliber projectiles in use today are either repre
sented by a wound profile or belong to a group repre
sented by a wound profile. Information on similarities 
between the profiles shown and the performance of 
similar bullets is given in the figure legends. The 
methods used in producing each of the wound profiles 
are described in references two and four. 

Results 
Figures one through twenty-six show the 

original wound profiles. A horizontal centimeter scale 
is included in each of the profiles, below and parallel to 
the projectile path. Although no vertical scale is pro
vided, both dimensions of the profile are drawn to the 
same scale. The temporary cavity diameter at any point 
along the projectile path can be determined by measur
ing the diameter directly from the wound profile and 
transferring that measurement to the horizontal scale to 
find the diameter in centimeters. 

The wound profiles are presented as Figs I 1 
through 26. They are presented in ascending order of I 
their penetration depths. 

Discussion 
Projectiles penetrating the body disrupt tissue 

by crushing it. If traveling fast enough, they can also I 
disrupt tissue by producing a temporary cavity, which 
displaces tissue radially away from the projectile path. 
The wound profiles illustrate the tissue disrupted by 
being crushed from direct contact with the projectile: 
this is labeled "Permanent Cavity." The permanent 
cavity of expanded handgun bullets is shown as the 
diameter of the expanded bullets throughout its entire 
penetration (Figs. 2, 4, 5,  8, and I I ). This is a simplifi
cation that has proven misleading to some. Actually, 
the bullet disrupts tissue approximating the full diame
ter of the expanded projectile only during the first part 
of its path in most tissue. As the bullet slows, it crushes 
less tissue and pushes more tissue ahead of it. Near the 
end of its path, the bullet is stretching tissue by pushing 
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it ahead, thus stretching it, and then tearing its way 
through it. This applies to most living soft tissues 
which are quite elastic. When tissue is thus stretched 
ahead of the bullet before the bullet perforates it, the 
hole the bullet will make is smaller than the diameter 
of the bullet. The simplification of showing the perma
nent cavity as the diameter of the expanded bullet was 
essential because the diameter of the hole in gelatin 
does not reflect the hole size found in most elastic soft 
tissues - which vary in their firmness and flexibility. 
The permanent cavity as shown in wound profiles of 
expanded handgun bullets is closely approximated by 
the hole they make in nonelastic tissue such as liver. 

within a millimeter of each vessel, striking neither: the 
renal artery was pushed upward and the aorta was pushed 
to the left by the bullet's temporary cavity. Both were 
stretched away from each other at the point they joined -
and the wall of the aorta was tom where the bottom wall 
of the right renal artery met it. I must emphasize the ex
treme rarity of this case. I never published it, however, 
not wishing to add to the widespread wildly exaggerated 
effects attributed to the temporary cavity by many. Liver 
is much more likely to be severely disrupted than muscle, 
bowel wall, or lung. Reference four demonstrates this in a 
controlled experiment - with photos of the results. 

The permanent cavity shown on the wound pro
files, in which the bullet fragmented and also produced a 
1 3  em diameter or larger temporary cavity (Figs. 3, 7, 9, 
I 0, 14, 17), are shown with a permanent cavity larger 
than the bullet's length, and detached pieces of muscle are 
indicated in this permanent cavity. Obviously, pieces of 
muscles could not have formed in the gelatin tissue simu
lant. The dimensions of those permanent cavities were 
estimated by myself based on considerable combat sur
gery experience operating on persons shot with the M !93 
bullet from the M 16 A I rifle (Fig. I 0), experimental 
shots into anesthetized 200 pound pigs, and research 
which delineated the synergetic action of bullet fragmen
tation with temporary cavitation.3 When tissue is riddled 
by bullet fragments, and then stretched by temporary 
cavitation, tissue pieces are detached (these pieces are 
labeled as detached muscle on the wound profiles), which 
produces a larger than expected permanent cavity. 

Military-type FMJ bullets (Figs. 9, I 0, 19 ,  22, 25, 
26) have an inherent variation in the distance they pene
trate before they begin to yaw significantly. The wound 
profiles show the most commonly seen yaw patterns. In 
about 70% of shots, the bullet begins its yaw within plus
or-minus 25% of the depth-to-yaw shown on the wound 
profiles. In about 15%, the bullet travels less than that 
distance before yawing, and in about 15% of. shots it 
penetrates more deeply than that distance before yawing. 
This is illustrated in another article in this issue, page 20, 
fgure 3.  

Although there is always some variation between 
shots that appear identical in all respects, if the gelatin is 
within calibration standards there should be no more than 
a plus or minus five percent variation in the penetration 
depths of shots using undeforming spheres, and expand
ing bullets that expand uniformly should come close to 
that. 

The temporary cavities shown on the wound pro
files were determined by measuring the cracks in I 0 X I 0 
X 20 inch blocks of I 0% gelatin. The I 0 inch wide gela
tin blocks will capture the entirety of the.cracks made in 
the gelatin by the 7.62 NATO military cartridge loaded 
with an expanding bullet (Fig. 14), whose temporary cav
ity is about 23 em in diameter , if the shot is placed very 
close to the center of the gelatin block. Temporary cavity 
size for a given projectile will vary somewhat depending 
on the dimensions of the material in which it is develop
ing. The temporary cavity dimensions shown on the 
wound profiles, therefore, can be only approximations: a 
human leg is not the same size as our gelatin blocks. The 
important information, about the temporary cavity, 
needed to predict the disruption pattern a given projectile 
will cause, however, is the location along the projectile 
path where the maximum temporary cavity will occur 
(compare Fig. 3 with Fig. I 0, or Fig. 2 with Fig. 20) and 
the cavity's approximate size. The most dramatic effects 
in the human body caused by the temporary cavity occur 
when a powerful rifle bullet penetrates the skull. Most 
readers will recall the Zapruder films, which showed a 
red mist '(which was about one-fourth of the brain) ex
pelled upward and to the right as the 6.5 Mannlicher
Carcano bullet (Fig. 26) perforated President Kennedy's 
head. The amount of disruption caused by a temporary 
cavity in living soft tissue depends on the elasticity of the 
tissue in which the cavity develops, as well as anatomic 
relations, which might prevent the tissue from being dis
placed. If the temporary cavity tries to move tissue that is 
held in place, even elastic tissue will break. Bones can be 
broken by the temporary cavity, but this is rare. Blood 
vessels are usually simply pushed aside and are almost 
never disrupted by temporary cavitation. I have seen one 
case, however, in which a temporary cavity caused by an 
expanding handgun bullet tore a hole in the aorta, at its 
junction with the right renal artery. The bullet passed 
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Conclusion 
Study of the information contained in the 

wound profiles and references can teach a great deal 
about the principles of 
wound ballistics. As 
noted in the figure leg-
ends, I have often com
pared one wound profile 
with another to illustrate 
a point: I suggest the 
reader apply this method 
to use the data illustrated 
to greatest advantage. 

O c m  5 

ing appropriate radiologic examinations, and observing 
the damage first-hand at surgery. 

The development of a tissue simulant that re-

.357 Magnum Glaser 
wt.- 80 grains 
vel.- 1785 tt/sec 1544 m/s1 
1 0 0 %  fragmentation 

'produces the effects 

The wound pro
files can be used to fill in 
missing elements when 
doing bullet testing in 
water. For example, bul
lets shot into water ex
pand about as much as: 
those shot into gelatin or 
living tissue. But shots in 
water do not yield a reli
able penetration depth as 
gelatin does. By compar
ing with known wound 
profiles, and interpolat
ing, however, an ap
proximation of a bullet's 
penetration potential can 
be obtained when the bul-

Figure 1 - The .357 Magnum Glaser Safety Slug resulted from the 
misinformation promulgated by the National Institute of Justice in their 
infamous Relative Incapacitation Index (RII). According to the Rll, a 
handgun bullet's capacity to incapacitate a human was proportional to 
the diameter of the temporary cavity it produced. In the quest to in
crease temporary cavity size, bullet manufacturers used very light
weight projectiles, which could be driven at higher velocities. In addi
tion to light bullet weight and high velocity, the core of the Glaser is # 
12 birdshot instead of solid lead. These tiny shot penetrate to less 
than 1 2  em. This extremely shallow penetration depth concentrates 
the temporary cavity in a very short distance - which further increases 
Its diameter. Most of the human body's vital organs, however, lie at a 
penetration distance deeper than the Glaser can reach. 

produced by penetrating 
projectiles on the human 
body has given wound 
ballistics scientific 
validity. It has helped to 
eradicate many of the 
widespread misconcep
tions regarding projec
tile effects,'·" has 
proven useful in forensic 
and crime-solving appli
cations, 6 and has as
sisted law enforcement 
by giving them a reliable 
tool to evaluate the ef
fects of the bullets upon 
which their lives can 
depend.12'14 
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Figure 2 
W W 't P  38 Special 
110 gr HP 

The 38 Special 1 1 0  grain +P hollow-point bullet produces a 
wound profile that is almost exactly the same as produced by the 9 
mm Parabellum 1 1 5  grain Silvertip HP bullet. Both bullets were 
inspired by the Rll and penetrate insufficiently to reliably reach the 
vital organs of the human. The irrationality of trading penetration 
depth for a minimal increase in temporary cavity diameter was 
demonstrated, disastrously, in the FBI's "Miami Shootout" in 1 986. 
The 9 mm Silvertip bullet's insufficient penetration caused the FBI to 
lose two agents and have five seriously wounded. The revelation of 
this bullet failure, at an FBI-sponsored wound ballistics workshop in 
1 987, was instrumental in the downfall of the Rll and a return to 
sanity by the law enforcement community in their choice of bullets.1� 

vel-903 ft/sec (2in. brl) 

O cm 5 10 1 5  21.5 

Figure 3 
The .224 inch diameter soft-point bullet shown in this 
profile is fired from the .223 Remington cartridge. This 
cartridge is also used in the M 1 6  military rifle. The military 
calls it the 5.56 x 45 mm cartridge. The .224 inch diameter 
bullet is standard for all bullets, civilian or military, fired from 
this 22 caliber ''varminf' cartridge. : 

O cm 5 10 1 5  20 
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Bullet 

o cm 

45 Auto Silvertip 
185 gr HP 
vel-941 ft sec 

(4in brl) 

25 

Fa/12001 

Permanent 

Figure 4 

� 
.224 (s.sa mm) SP 
Vel - 3150 f/e. UGO m/8 
Wt- 50gr {3.2gm) 
Final wt- 23.5 gr 152 gm 
53% fragmentation 

The .45 ACP 185 grain Silvertip hollow-point 
bullet expands very reliably and consistently. 
Because of its light weight, however, It lacks some
what in penetration depth. Today, most law 
enforcement groups armed with the .45 ACP use a 
230 grain HP bullet, which will penetrate ade
quately - 32 lo 40 em. 

29 
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= 
.22 Long Rifle(S.S6mm)HP 

Figure 5 
Vel-1272 ffs (388 m/s) 
Wt.-37gr (2.4gm}load 

The 37 grain .22 long Rifle lead hollow-point bullet shown here 
expands reliably and does not fragment or deform in gelatin or in 
living soft tissue. 

Permanent Cavity 

Temporary Cavity 

�---�------------------� 
O cm 5 10 15 20 26.5 

Figure 6 
The 12 gauge shotgun firing # 4 buckshot gives the 
performance shown in this figure. The distance from the 
muzzle to the gelatin was 10 feet, the distance of fire for all 
of the wound profiles. Larg'er buckshot, such as the popular 
00 size (0.33 inch diameter} gives a similar wound profile 
except that the 00 buckshot pellets penetrate about two 
inches more deeply than do the # 4 buckshot pellets. 

I 

• • 
• 

• • • • 
• • 

• • • • 3 0 . . ..  • •  • 0 • • •
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Oom 

6mm PPC-HP 

Temporary 

0 om 

30 

Peo·m•'"•'"' cavity 
Vol- 2920 fls (890 mla) 
Wt-70gr (4. 5 g m )  
Final wt 1 9 g r  (1.2 g m )  
7 3 %  fragmentation 

Fa/12001 

Permanent 

d 

15 

Figure 7 

20 

12 Gauge Shotgun 
no choke 

.1t4 Buckshot 
Vel.-1351 lis (412 mls) 
Wt.- 540gr (35gm) 
27 pellets of 24 C a l .  

The 6 m m  PPC is a popular and extremely accurate cartridge. l t  
is  used almost exclusively for benchrest competition. Loaded with 
well-made hollow-point bullets (essentially all bullets used in 
benchrest competition are of hollow�polnt design) and fired from a 
good benchrest rifle with a telescopic sight of 20 or higher power, 
five shot groups measuring smaller than 0.15 inch center�to-
center at a distance of 100 yards are common (on a day with little 
or no wind). 
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38 Spec FBI Load 
158 gr lead HP 
vel-880 ft/sec (4 in brl) 

I I t I I 
0 em 5 10 15 20 25 32 

Figure 9 
M 855 is the designation for the current military bullet fired from 
the M 16 A2 nfle (5.56x45 mm cartridge). The bullet has a 
truncated-cone steel peneb'ator inside its tip, and the bullet 
jacket's tip is painted green to differentiate it easily from it prede
cessor, the M 193 bullet (Fig. 10). The M 16 A2 nfle has a nfling 
twist of one-tum-in-seven-inches. The M 855 bullet is seven 
grains heavier, and about 1/6 of an inch longer than the M 183 
bullet. The M855 bullet is not spun sufficienUy by the one�tum�in� 
12-inches nfling twist of the M 16 A 1 rifle for point-fmward flight in 
air. So the faster one-tum�in�7-inches riffing twist of the M 16 A2 
rifle had to be developed tor it. This bullet and its predecessor 
(Fig. 1 0) fragment at distances less than 50 yards: 36 to 50% of 
the bullet's weight becomes fragments at a range of 10 feet, as 
seen from their wound profiles. These fragments each make their 
own path as they penetrate up to 7 or 8 em in the tissues 
surrounding the bullet's path. 

Permanent 

Permanent 

c::> r-- �-'- - -- - -

Bullet Fragments 

5 10 IS 2 0  
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Bullet 

0 em 5 

rc=::;J:D 
22 Cal (s.s mm) FMC 
Wt.-55g, (3.6 om) 
Vel-3094 1/s 943 m/s 
Final wt- 35gr (2.3 gm) 
3 6 %  Fragmentation 

-�Temporary Cavity 

25 30 
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36 

Wound Profiles 

Figure 8 
This 38 Special lead hollow�point bullet was used 
by the FBI as their standard duty bullet in the 1970s 
and 1980s. It performs reliably and reproducibly in 
gelatin, and its reputation for reliability and 
effectiveness in the human target is exemplary. 

Figure 1 0  

� 
22 Cal (5.6 mm) FMC 
Wt- 62gr (4gm) 
vol-3034 fla (925 mla) 
Final wt - 3 1 g r  (2gm) 
SOli: Fragme ntation 

The 22 cal FMC (full-metal-cased; a synonym for FMJ 
or full-rnetal�jacketed) bullet shown in this profile is 
the M 193 bullet, fired from the M 16 A1 rifle, which was 
introduced during the Vietnam conflict. The M 16 A 1 rifle 
barrel has a rate of twist of one�turn-in�12�inches. The 
cartridge is the same 5.56x45mm (known as the .223 
Remington in civilian circles) as shown in figures 3 and 9. 
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.357 Magnum 9mm JSP 
Vol- 1393f/s (425mls) 
Wt- 125 gr (8.1 gm) 
Final wt-122 gr (7.9 gm) 
2.4% Fragmentation 

30 36 

Figure 1 1  
The .357 Magnum JSP Oacketed soft point) bullet is 
shown with "9mm" (which measures .355") in the cartridge 
name. This was done because this was one of the profiles 
published in the medical literature, and the editors insisted that 
any number given in inches also include the metric equivalent 
Readers should not confuse it with the 9mm NATO (also 
known as the 9mm Parabellum or 9mm Luger) carbidge 
shown in Fig. 23. This .357 bullet expanded to double its 
original diameter, whidl is common for handgun expanding 
bullets. This bullet fragments slightly (2.4%) and as with most 
handgun bullets that fragment, the fragments are dragged off 
the bullet passively: they stay in or near the bullet path, and do 
not add to the tissue disruption caused by the bullet. 

�ll 
The 12 gauge shotgun rifled slug commonly expands to 
nearly double its diameter apd stays in one piece, as shown 
in this wound profile. It sometimes breaks into two or three 
large fragments. 

12 Gauge Shotgun 
Rifled slug 17.6 mm diam. Vel-1.513 f/s 461 m/s 
Wt. 437 gr 28.3 gm 

o;;;; �- s 10 15 20 

32 

= 
.22 Long Rifle (5.56mm) 
Vel-1122 f/s (342m/s) 
Wt- 40gr (269 gm) lead 

3�.5 
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Permanent Cavity 

Figure 13  

-r 
2.8cm 

t-'-

30 

The 22 Long Rifle lead round nose bullet yaws after about 10 em 
of penetration, and ends up traveling base forward. Note the 
similarity of this wound profile with the one produced by the 38 SpeM 
cial 158 grain lead round-nosed bullet (Fig. 20). The difference is 
that the none of the 22 Long Rifle bullets we fired to gather the data 
for this wound profile, nor any we have fired before or since then, 
failed to end up traveling base forward: whereas, three of the ten 
bullets fired for the 38 Special LRN wound profile ended traveling 
point forward. 
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Bullet ITot1moooto 

Permanent 

= 

Figure 1 5  , 
The 6 mm steel sphere shown in this Wound profile is what Swedish 
researdleiS use in their "trauma tTKX:Iel." The temporary cavity 
prOOuced is smaller than the cavities produced by most expanding 
handgun bullets (see Figs. 2, 4, 8, and 1 1  ). Experts at the FBI wound 
ballistics workshops of 1987 and 1993 were unanimous in their opin-
ions that the temporary cavities developed by expanding handgun 
bullets were, for the most pert, absorbed by the naturol damping effect 
of the body's elastic soft tissues and added little or no increase in tissue 
disruption or incapadtation. The pennanent cavity tissue disruption 
caused by this projectile is no greater than that caused by the 22 Long 
Rille lead round-nosed bullet (Fig. 13). For the most part, the kinetic 
energy of this 6 mm high speed sphere is essentially wasted in forming 
a temporary cavity that is too small to do any significant damage in the 
adult human body. In the S'Nedish "trauma modef' this sphere is 
usually shot into a small pigs or dogs (about 35 to 50 pounds). The 
validity of applying condusions from that moclel to the human body is 

IL, ]lL"" 
7.82 m m  SP 

Val - 28 2 :1 tla (801 m/sl 

Wt - 1 1 0 g r  (0.7 g m l  

Final wt - 00.7 g r  (0.48 g m 1  

:1#.4'6 Fragmantatlon 

Wound Profiles 

Figure 1 4  
The 7.62 mm soft-point bullet shown in this 
wound profile is fired in the .308 Winchester 
cartridge. This is the civilian version (same car
tridge) of the military 7.62 NATO, also known as 
the 7.62x51 mm. 

om 

• 
6 mm Stool Sphoro 
Vot-3382 f/a {1031 mla) 
Wt-13.6 gr {0.9gm) 

highly questionable. To avoid the size-disproportion problem, for every Ocm 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
wound ballistics experiment done on live animals at LAIR we used anesthetized 200 pound pigs, whose bcxiy parts approximated those of the adult human. 
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Figure 1 6  
The 30 Carbine is a 30 caliber military rifle used in 
WWIJ and Korea. This wound profile shows a 
civilian JSP Uacketed soft-point) expanding bullet 
for it. We never did a wound profile for the military 
FMJ 30 Carbine bullet, but reports from the fields 
of battle where it was used indicated that the bullet 
did not fragment and produced rather mild wounds. 
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Figure 1 8  
The wound profile of the Vetterli bullet is 
typical of the last generation of solid lead 
conoid bullets that immediately preceded 
the first full-metal-jacketed bullets. The 
British Martini-Henry and the US 45-70 are 
others of this group. BulletS of this group 
were used by military forces in the last half 
of the 1 91h century (the Vetterli was used 
by the Swiss and Italian armies from 
about 1870 to 1 890). These bullets flatten 
on striking tissue, expanding their diameter 
and giving them a blunt (mushroom) shape 
that causes them to produce a substantial 
temporary cavity despite their relatively 
low velocity. The 44 Magnum hollow�point 
rifle bullet (or a maximum load from a 44 
Magnum handgun) is a modern bullet that 
produces a wound profile similar to that of 
the Vetterh. 
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Figure 1 7  
The 30-30 rifle has been popular for shooting deer for more than a cen
tury. The 170 grain Silvertip bullet shown in this wound profile shows less 
bullet fragmentation and a smaller temporary cavity than similar hunting 
bullets of higher velocity {see Fig. 14). 
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Figure 1 9  
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This is the wound profile produced by the Rus· 
sian 5.45x39 mm bullet, fired from the AK 74 
rifle. Reference four illustrates the damage 
caused by shots with this bullet into the soft 
tissues of a 200 pound anesthetized pig. This 
bullet begins to yaw significantly at a 
penetration depth of about 8 em. It produces a 
temporary cavity (at 90" of yaw) of about 14 em, 
which is about the same size as that produced 
by the M16 type bullets of about the same 
weight and velocity. The FMJ military bullets 
fired from the 5.45x39 cartridge have a copper
plated steel jacket with a large cylinder of steel 
composing most of its core. This bullet does not 
deform in the body, unless it strikes bone. The 
bi-lobed yaw cycle shown in this wound profile, 
like that shown in the AK 47 profile (Fig. 25), is 

0 em 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4o 45 52 seen most of the time with these bullets, but 

sometimes the bullets yaws to 90" in the first yaw cycle and then turns base�forward without a second yaw cycle. It must be emphasized; how· 

ever, that this bi-lobed yaw, which always seems to attract attention, is the least consequential part of the wound profile. The critical part of the pro

file is the distance of penetration before the bullet yaws significantly. That tells us if the bullet will shoot through with minimal damage, or will be likely 

to cause notable tissue disruption in the body or a large exit wound. Reference 12 correlates this wound profile, and others made by military rifle 

bullets, with the type of wound they cause in various parts of the human body. 
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Figure 21 
The 7.62 NATO 
(7.62x51 mm) FMJ 
bullet used by the US 
armed forces pro
duces the wound 
profile shown here. 
The bullet travels 
about 15 em traveling 
point-forward, then it 
yaws 180 degrees 
and ends its path 
traveling base for
ward. The reason for 
the yaw is the bullet's 
pointed shape, which 
places its center of 
gravity closer to the 
bulllet's base than to 
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38 Spoelal (.357 Jn) LRN 
Vll�188 1111 (240mta) 
Wt�158gr (10.2gml 
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Wound Profiles 

Figure 20 
The wound profile of the 38 Special lead round nosed 
bullet is typical of the nonexpanding handgun bullet. In 
the wound pattern shown, the bullet yawed once and 
ended up traveling baseMforward; a pattern also seen in 
figure 13. Seven of the ten shots used to gather the data 
for this wound profile, acted as shown. Three of the 
bullets, however, yawed to near goo but did not turn over 
and ended their path traveling pointMforward; a pattern 
also seen in figure 23. The difference between the tissue 
disruption produced by the bullets that turned over and 
those that did not, however, is negligible. 

�-T"'""'"" C•vlty 

7.82 mm NATO 
V•l- 2830 111 (862 mt•) 
Wt-150gr (9.7gm) FMC 

its point. The natural position for projectiles is center-of-gravity-forward (base forward for this bullet). The tendency for base-forward travel is over
come, in air, by rotating the bullet (with rifling) fast enough to give it gyroscopic stability, which maintains its aerodynamic point-forward position. 
When it hits tissue, however, the spin is no longer able to stabilize it and keep its point forward. The pointed bullet in tissue, therefore, yaws suffi
ciently to assume its natural center-of-gravity-forward (base-forward) position. The 7.62 NATO bullet made in the US does not deform or fragment 
when it penetrates soft tissue. The 7.62 NATO bullet made by several other countries, however, does deform and fragment in soft tissue. 12 

C•viiY 

Figure 22 

.45 Autom•llc: 11.4 mm 
V•l - 8GG fl• (2G5 m,.) 
Wt-230gr (14.9 gm)FMC 

The 45 ACP FMJ bullet shown in this wound profile did not yaw enough to widen the bullet's permanent path in gelatin. I have no doubt that high
speed photography would show that this bullet does, in fact, yaw a few degrees: and I am not sure how many degrees this rather-short-in-relation-to
its-length bullet would have to yaw to show an observable widening of its path in gelatin. Other FMJ 45 ACP bullets we have tested, however, with 
slightly different point shapes, did yaw somewhat. A few yawed enough to produce a wound profile much like the 9 mm FMJ bullet shown in figure 
23, but none yawed enough to end their path base-forward. Regardless of their yaw behavior, they all penetrated to about the same penetration 
depth shown here. 
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30 35 40 45 50 55 

9mm NATO Ball M882 FMJ 

Vel-1189 fla (362,4 m/a) 
Wt - 1 24 gr (8.0 gm) 

60 65 70 

The 9 mm NATO Ball FMJ bullet is loaded in the 9 mm Parabellum cartridge. The bullets tested for this wound profile yawed several times but 
never far enough to flip over their point and end up base-forward. Various FMJ bullets in this caliber, however, differ somewhat in the shape of their 
tips. Some of them might yaw enough to end up base forward. But whether they do or not is of little practical significance, so long as they do not 
deform. 

o,. 5 10 15 2 0  2 5  30 35 

Figure 24 

40 45 

17.5 mm l..ud SPh•r• 
Wt- 488 gr ( 31.6 gm 1 
Vol- 540 f/t (165 m/a) 

.. 55 •• .. 73 

The 17.5 mm Lead Sphere shown in this wound profile has the same amount of kinetic energy as the 6 mm steel sphere shown in figure 15. In 
contrast to the 6 mm sphere, however, the 17.5 mm lead sphere uses its kinetic energy far more efficiently: it produces about 15 times as much 
permanent tissue disruption as does the 6 mm steel sphere. The wound profile of the 17.5 mm lead ball produces a wound profile similar to that 
produced by the smoothbore muskets used in the 1 71h century. The far greater efficiency in the use of available energy by the large stow projectile is 
one of the most critical lessons of wound ballisUcs. No doubt this seems counterintuitive to some, because "high-velocity" has been used to hype 
bullets to the firearm illiterate for decades by both bullet manufacturers and the media. But this important lesson can be confirmed by examining 
known situations in which the projectile kinetic energy available does not exceed greatly the amount that is needed. Consider trying to stop a charg
ing elephant or an African cape buffalo with a rifle. Large ( 60 caliber) heavy (500 grain) bullets are the norm. Nobody uses an ultra-high-velocity 
lightweight bullet - at least they don't survive to tell about it if they do. Consider the analogous situaUon of trying to stop a raging 250 pound felon 
with a handgun: all knowledgeable law enforcement groups use the largest caliber their officers can handle, and the heaviest bullet available in that 
caliber. The success of these large and heavy bullets, shot at subsonic velocities, is far exceeding that of the "too light and too fast" handgun bullets 
popular up until 1 986 when the FBI paid for the errors of the National Institute of Justice's Relative Incapacitation Index with the lives of two and the 
serious wounds of five agents in the "Miami Shootout." 
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The 7.62x39 mm rifle bullets fired (from the AK 47 rifle) to gather data for this wound profile contained a large cylinder of steel composing most of their core. These bullets, 
fired from the AK 47 or the SKS rifle, are the most widely used military "assault rifle" bullets in the world. As can be seen from the wound profile, these bullets travel point for
ward for about 26 em before they yaw. This means that, in most cases, they pass entirely through the human torso without yawing significantly. Because of their extreme sta
bility in tissue, they cause the mildest wounds of any military rifle bullet since the first generation of FMJ bullets (see Fig. 26). As a combat surgeon in Vietnam in 1968, I ac
quired a great deal of experience evaluating and operating on persons wounded by these bullets. In most wounds of the abdomen, they caused a small, punctate hole much 
like one would expect from a 25 or 32 ACP FMJ handgun bullet fired at less than 1000 ft!sec., or a single pellet of 00 Buckshot. A lot of US servicemen owe their lives to the 
minimal wounds caused by these bullets. The 7.62x39 cartridge is so widely used that the bullet whose wound profile is shown in figure 25 is probably still the most likely to be 
encountered in most parts of the world. In the United States, however, its wounding power has been dramatically increased. This was done, inadvertently, by pure bureaucratic 
ignorance. In the early 90s, somebody chambered a heavy handgun for the 7.62x39 mm cartridge. Because of that, the ATF (Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, & Firearms) de
cided that bullets fired from the 7.62x39 mm cartridge must, henceforth, be regulated by the "Cop-Killer Bullet" law, which prohibits handgun bullets from having a large amount 
of hard metal in them (presumably because such bullets are more likely to perforate soft body armor). Therefore, this mildest wounding assault rifle bullet in the past century ls 
now illegal in the US. It was replaced by a shorter, flat-based, copper-jacketed, lead core bullet. This replacement bullet yaws after only about 8 em of penetration in soft tis
sue. l t  usually flattens, sometimes loses its jacket, and can fragment where it reaches maximum yaw. The new bullet causes far greater tissue disruption than the one shown in 
this wound profile. 1 have worked on several forensic cases, which show this clearly. Photos of multiple exit wounds in the back of a small oriental person, assassinated in a 
gangland killing, were about two inches in diameter. Most of the many exit wounds 1 have seen from the previous bullet were about '!4 inch in diameter. Citizens of the US, 
especially our law enforcement officers, are now in greater danger from the new AK 47 buffets, than were our soldiers in Vietnam from the AK 47 bullets they faced. This 

shows the idiocy of so-called ugun control" laws passed by the firearm-illiterate. 
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Figure 26 
The 6.5 mm Mannlicher.Carcano FMJ bullet's wound profile is typical of all the first generation full-metal-jacketed bullets (the FMJ bullet was invented, about 1880). Other 
bullets in this group include the 30-40 Krag, the 1903 Springfield, the 6 mm Lee Navy, the 30 caliber Mauser (used by the Spanish in the Spanish-American war), and the 
British 30 caliber Lee-Metford. These bullets were unusually long in relation to their diameter (about 5 diameters long) and had a rounded tip. As shown in the wound profile, 
they are extremely stable in their path through gelatin and soft tissue. Unless these bullets hit substantial bone, which upsets their stability and might cause them to defonn or 
break, they typically cause small punctate entrance and exit wounds with minimal tissue disruption between the two. In the assassination of President Kennedy, the 6.5mm 
Mannlicher-Carcano bullet showed its minimal tissue disruption and deep penetration in the first shot, which perforated the torsos of both President Kennedy and Governor 
Connelly, before perforating Governor Connelly's foreann, and then penetrating his thigh. The second shot demonstrated the release of this bullet's tissue disruption potential 
by striking the thick and hard bone at the back of President Kennedy's head. This caused the bullet to break, fragment and develop a large temporary cavity in his head. His
torically, reports from many battlefields verified the minimal wounding caused by these long, round-nosed bullets. The most famous incidents occurred in India, where greatly 
outnumbered British soldiers found that their adversaries tended to continue their charge even after several hits in the torso. To increase the "stopping power" of the new 30 
caliber FMJ Lee-Metford bullets to the level of their predecessor, the Martini-Henry (same group as the Vetterli, Fig. 18) they had the bullets modified, at the Dumdum arsenal, 
by grinding off enough jacket to show 1 mm of lead core at the bullet's tip. This made a soft-point bullet, which expanded in soft tissue and solved the "stopping power" prob
lem. That is, until the politically motivated Hague convention of 1899, in which the "Dumdum" type bullets were attacked as "inhumane," and prohibited for use in warfare. 
Delegates from the USA recognized that the evidence presented at the COnvention lacked any semblance of scientific validity and, wisely, refused to sign the "Dumdum" dec
laration. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Ordinarily we do not review the popular gun 

press. The below letter, however, was written because 
several of our readers contacted the IWBA about an 
article 011 the Heckler & Koch MP 7 published in the 
Small Arms Review. All asked that we expose the er
rors ill the article, a11d one e11closed a copy of the De
cember 01 issue of the Small Arms Review. After 
readi11g the article, I agreed with our readers and sellt 
the letter pri11ted below to the publisher of Small 
Arms Review, who authored the MP7 article. Not 
surprisi11gly, he refused to publish tlds letter. 
Would11 't it be refreshing if somebody whose errors 
we exposed had the illtegrity to admit his mistakes, 
thus leaming from them? But, alas, those justifiably 
i11secure about their writings prefer trying to escape 
responsibility by bei11g insulted. The fragile ego just 
call 't ha11dle the truth. Playi11g the victim, however, 
seems to work well in misdirJctillg attentio11 from the 
errors. 

We have published 011 the "Perso11al Defense 
Weapo11s" in previous issues: Vl#l 1991 -p 46, V3#1 
1997- pp 44-45, V3#3 1998 --pp 36-37, V4#3 2000 -
pp 21-26, and V5#1 2001 -pp 30-36. 

We tha11k our alert readers for calling this ar
ticle 011 the H&K MP7 to our attention. Yes, it 11eeded 
to be exposed. It is among the most egregious exam
ples of an advertisement masquerading as a11 objec
tive evaluatio11 that your editor has ever seen. 

To the editor: 
The December 0 I issue of the Small Arms Re

view, SI'FREP (p 5), described bullets for use on air
planes: "We need ammunition that is lethal and will 
stop someone immediately, but won't break the air
plane skin--. . . .  " Those words disclose a serious need 
for education in basic wound ballistics. Lethality and 
the immediacy of incapacitation are far more depend
ent on the anatomic structures disrupted by a bullet 
than by the tissue disruption capacity of that bullet: a 
25 ACP bullet that puts a hole in the aorta is far more 
likely to be lethal than a 44 Magnum bullet that misses 
the wall of the aorta by 118th of an inch. As for imme
diacy, a 25 ACP bullet that penetrates the brain is 
likely to cause immediate incapacitation, whereas a 44 
Magnum bullet that perforates the aorta - or the heart -

Volume 5, Issue 2 

is likely to allow fifteen seconds or more of aggressive 
activity. That is a long time in a gunfight. 

As for the bullet not breaking the airplane's 
skin, in Gun Ba11 Promotes Hijacking, from 
www.NewsMax.com ( 1 8  Sept 01)  I wrote of " . . .  the 
popular myth that one bullet hole in the fuselage of a 
high-altitude airliner will cause it to crash. One bullet 
hole will not cause an airplane to crash; neither will a 
dozen." I knew that myth was widespread among lay
men; but was surprised to see it repeated in SAR. 

Of even more concern is the article on the 
Heckler & Koch "Personal Defense Weapon" the MP7. 
• On page 54, in discussing events at the Da Nang 

airbase during the Tet Offensive ( 1968), the point 
is presented, as self-evident (no supporting evi
dence is given or cited), that a handgun is "insuffi
cient for fighting AK47 armed adversaries." As a 
combat surgeon at the Naval Support Activity 
Hospital in Da Nang, in 1 968; I operated on dozens 
wounded by the AK47 bullet. In the 1 980s, as a 
wound ballistics researcher, I studied that bullet 
extensively, firing it under controlled laboratory 
conditions into both anesthetized animals and tis
sue simulant. The AK47 bullet used in Vietnam is 
extremely stable in living human soft tissue: it 
travels point-forward for about ten inches before 
beginning to yaw significantly. Before it yaws, the 
streamlined 30 caliber bullet disrupts no more tis
sue than it actually contacts. The tissue disruption 
caused by this bullet in human bowel wall, lung, 
kidney, etc. is usually indistinguishable from that 
caused by a small handgun bullet, such as the 32 
ACP. The wound profile of that AK47 bullet can 
be found on page 24 of the current issue of Emer
gency War Surgery - NATO Handbook (GPO, 
Washington, DC, 1988). Unless bone is struck, 
which can destabilize or break the bullet, that 
AK4 7 bullet will ordinarily cause considerably less 
tissue disruption in the human body than will the 
FMJ 45 ACP bullet - which was the duty handgun 
for US Forces in 1 968. The 45's wound profile is 
on page 1 9  of the NATO Handbook mentioned 
above. 

Fa/1 1001 

• Following on page 54, is the claim that the MP7 
type of weapon is "efficient in defense out to 200 
meters." This appears to presume that our current 
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duty handgun bullet, the 9 mm NATO FMJ, is in
effective out to 200 meters. Comparing 
the momentum and energy of the MP7 bullet, at 
the muzzle, with that of the 9 mm NATO bullet, 
we find that the 9 mm starts out with about I 0% 
more energy but 2. 3 times as much momen
tum. And it might come as a surprise to the lay
man, but should not to those conversant with basic 
external ballistics, that the 9 mm handgun bullet's 
advantage in both energy and momentum in
creases with distance. The higher the velocity and 
the lower the weight of a bullet, the more rapidly it 
loses its velocity over distance. Due to their bul
lets' very light weight, and relatively high velocity, 
the PDW bullets lose about one fourth of their ve
locity in their first I 00 yards of travel - and almost 
that much in their second I 00 yards. So the implied 
advantage of the PDWs over handguns "out to 200 
meters" is inconsistent with the facts of external 
ballistics. For projectiles that do not produce large 
enough temporary

' 
cavities to add significantly to 

their effect (handgun and PDW bullets are in that 
group), the bullet's momentum is a far more accu
rate measure of its tissue disruption potential than 
is its energy. By the time both projectiles have 
reached I 00 meters, the 9 mm NATO bullet has 
about 2.4 times as much momentum as does the 
MP7 bullet. 

• 

• On page 55  is a discussion of the 7.62 x 5 1  NATO 
versus 5.56 x 45 mm "debate." To support the 
5.56, reports from Vietnam are invoked in which 
"the soldiers were shocked by the massive damage 
it did to the enemy," and conclusions are drawn: 
"the fact remains tliat the M l6's 5.56 x 45 mm car
tridge has proven to be a workhorse -- and a very 
effective battle round. It is a devastating round in 
full automatic . . . . " In 1980, I treated a soldier shot 
accidentally with an M 1 6  M 193 bullet from a dis
tance of about ten feet. The bullet entered his left 
thigh and traveled obliquely upward. It exited after 
passing through about I I  inches of muscle. The 
man walked in to my clinic with no limp whatso
ever: the entrance and exit holes were about 4 mm 
across, and punctate. X-ray films showed intact 
bones, no bullet fragments, and no evidence of sig
nificant tissue disruption caused by the bullet's 
temporary cavity. The bullet path passed well lat
eral to the femoral vessels. He was back on duty in 
a few days. Devastating? Hardly. The wound pro-
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file of the M 1 93 bullet (page 29 of the NATO 
Handbook - see above) shows that most often the 
bullet travels about five inches through flesh be
fore beginning significant yaw. But about 1 5% of 
the time, it travels much farther than that before 
yawing - in which case it causes even milder 
wounds, if it misses bones, guts, lung, and major 
blood vessels. In my experience and research, at 
least as many M l 6  users in Vietnam concluded 
that it produced unacceptably minimal, rather than 
"massive," wounds. After viewing the wound pro
file, recall that the Vietnamese were small people, 
and generally very slim. Many M 1 6  bullets passed 
through their torsos traveling mostly point
forward, and caused minimal damage. Most shots 
piercing an extremity, even in the heavier-built 
Americans, unless they hit bone, caused no more 
damage than a 22 caliber rimfire bullet. Any ra
tional analysis of the military performance of the 
M l 6  should not stop with Vietnam. Black Hawk 
Down (Bowden, M, Atlantic Monthly Press, New 
York, 1 999) gives a vivid account of the less-than
satisfactory performance of the 5.56 x 45 mm M 
855 bullet in Somalia (pp. 208, 235, etc). 

On page 55  we also find a peculiar accusation, ap
parently aimed at those who oppose the PDWs: 
"While some are saying 'They are both smaller and 
appear to have less energy,' that is not a scientific 
statement. . . .  "' It is difficult to understand why the 
cited statement is not considered "scientific." In 
fact, both of the PDW's are smaller in caliber than 
any of their competitors, and they undeniably do 
have less energy. If factual correctness is not scien
tific, what is? This is an especially ironic accusa
tion, since its writer repeatedly uses imprecise and 
subjective descriptive adjectives such as "massive, 
"devastating," and "impressive." After each such 
use I want to ask, "compared to what?" No com
parison is ever given. That is the antithesis of good 
scientific writing. 

On page 56 we find HK's claim that the MP7 bul
let will penetrate body armor and "will have suffi
cient terminal ballistics after performing that job." 
What does that mean? Sufficient terminal ballistics 
for what? Again, neither meaningful comparison 
nor quantitative data is given. 
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• Also on page 56, "SAR's conducted a steel plate 
test and this was the result: At I 00 yards the MP7 
was controllable to the point of keeping long bursts 
on the target, and the penetration was impressive." 
Yet again, no quantitative data. Shouldn't the read
ers be informed about how large the target was? 
And wouldn't it impart more useful data if, in 
place of the omnipresent highly subjective "im
pressive," a measurement of the depth of penetra
tion and thickness of the steel plate were given? 

• On the last page, 57, it becomes apparent that the 
MP7 is intended to be marketed to law enforce
ment "for Entry work." This is most disturbing. 
For the military, often any wound at all is suffi
cient to cause an enemy soldier to retire from the 
field of battle. Perhaps the MP7' s tiny bullet, with 
less mass than a 22 Short bullet, and only three
fourths the momentum of a 22 rimfire magnum 
bullet, might be of some ;use (although, as a tax
payer, I have serious objection to the extra expense 
of the MP7 to perform a role that the readily avail
able 22 rimfire magnum can do better). But law en
forcement officers often face armed violent crimi
nals at close range. They need a bullet capable of 
disrupting enough tissue to have a good chance of 
incapacitating violent armed criminals - the minor 
wounds of which the MP7 is capable will not suf
fice. When proposing the MP7 for law enforce
ment, one must remember that the handgun bullets 
used by law enforcement cause about twice the tis
sue disruption of their military counterparts - be
cause they use hollow point buHets. 

It, is unfortunate that most who depend upon 
firearms to defend their lives and the lives of others, as 
well as most who study firearms and write about them, 
possess little knowledge of wound ballistics. Wound 
ballistics is the science of projectiles interacting with 
the body: it deals with the end result toward which all 
the work and study with firearms and their use is 
aimed. Without a suitable wound ballistics result, all 
else is for naught. The following brief"common sense" 
overview of wound ballistics should help interested 
readers to support, or expose as false, many of the ad
vertisements regarding bullet effects to which they are 
subjected. To get a reasonable estimate of a new bul
let's potential, compare its mass and its velocity with 
other existing bullets. Then consider the animals 

against which the known bullets have proven effective. 
The 7.62 NATO rifle bullet is the civilian .308 Win
chester: it is effective for shooting essentially all North 
American big game, including moose, elk, and grizzly 
bear. The 5.56 NATO rifle bullet is the civilian .223 
Remington: it is a "varmint" cartridge, used effectively 
for shooting woodchucks, crows, and coyotes. Please 
note that the .223 Remington bullet is prohibited for 
shooting deer in most states. It lacks the tissue disrup
tion capacity needed to prove reliably lethal on deer. 
Deer are generally a man-sized target. Finally, the 
PDW bullets. They have no civilian equivalent; but can 
be compared to the 22 caliber Winchester rimfire mag
num bullet (which has slightly more momentum than 
the MP7). This rimfire magnum bullet is effective on 
squirrels, crows, and opossums, and on woodchucks at 
ranges under !50 yards. 

The FBI' s  method of comparing the amount of 
tissue disruption caused by various bullets compares 
the bullets' cross sectional areas (calculated from the 
formula pi x the square of the bullet's radius). This 
means that if one bullet 's diameter is twice that of an
other, it strikes four times as much tissue. Interestingly, 
the 9 mm NATO bullet's diameter is almost exactly 
twice the diameter of the MP7's bullet. This means it 
strikes and disrupts about four times as much tissue as 
does the MP7's bullet. And that is comparing FMJ bul
lets. When the MP7's bullet is compared to a typical 9 
mm hollow point bullet, that expands to a diameter of 
1 6  mm, we find that the expanded 9 mm hollow point 
bullet disrupts about ten times as much tissue as the 
MP7 bullet disrupts (in case readers think I have mis
calculated and it should be 12.6 times as much tissue, I 
have given the MP7's bullet credit for the extra tissue 
it could disrupt when it yaws). 

As shown in the above comparison, the PDW 
bullets are considerably outclassed by the standard 
military FMJ handgun bullets. When compared to the 
modem well-constructed hollow-point handgun bullets 
used by the police, the PDW bullets aren't even in the 
same ballpark. By no stretch of the imagination is the 
PDW adequate for law enforcement work: its use is 
likely to get police officers killed. 

Martin L. Fackler, MD, FACS 
President, International Wound Ballistics Association 
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BLENDED-METAL 
TECHNOLOGY BULLETS: 
MORE LIGHT, FAST, MYSTERIOUS AND EXPENSIVE 
BULLETS TO IMPRESS THE FIREARM ILLITERATE 
WITH IRRATIONAL CLAIMS AND SHOTS INTO CLAY 
by Martin L. Fackler, MD 

Several of our readers called to my attention an 
article in the Armed Forces Journal International (Au
gust 200 1 ,  58&60). Under the heading of "New tech
nologies" I found the article by John G. Roos entitled 
'"Meteor' Round 'Blended-Metal-Technology' Bul
lets Live Up to Hard Hitting Claims." 

I found reading this article a bit depressing. 
This is the sixth time in the past two decades that I re
call a new "magic" projectile having arrived, with great 
fanfare and outlandish claims, to deceive the firearm 
illiterate. Before reading the article, I predicted that 
these projectiles would be a very lightweight (they 
were: 60 gr. in 9 mm Pqrabellum, 77 gr. in 40 S&W, 
90 gr. in 45 ACP) and shot at abnormally high veloci
ties (they were: 2000 to 2 150 ft/s at the muzzle) - they 
always are. And they would be shot into clay, as they 
usually are (and were in this case), to most graphically 
preserve their large temporary cavities. These cavities 
always impress those who lack understanding of 
wound ballistics. 

It was disappointing to see the gullibility of 
those who should know better: shouldn't a writer for 
Armed Forces Journal International express some 
skepticism at: "Tests of the unique ammunition have 
demonstrated that when a BMT round strikes soft tis
sue in a chest cavity, the resulting hydrostatic shock is 
so severe it destroys brain tissue mass . . . .  " A handgun 
bullet in the chest causing destruction of brain tissue? 
not only have I never seen that from a handgun bullet, I 
have never seen it - or any valid reports of it - from 
even the highest powered rifle wounds of the chest. 
Yet the writer apparently swallows it all, without so 
much as a doubt. 

The article reported a demonstration at Black
water Training Center in Moyock, NC. The observers 
purportedly included two officers from the US Special 
Operations Command, three weapons specialists from 
the Naval Special Warfare Development Group, three 
members of the US Army Marksmanship Unit, a 
weapons engineer from the Naval Surface Warfare 
Center, Crane, IN, and a former member of the FBI's 
Hostage-Rescue Team. 

Shots were fired into "seven-inch blocks of ce
ramic clay." Anybody who understands the -rudiments 
of bullet testing is well aware that "tests" done using 
clay are an unmistakeable sign that the sellers of what
ever bullet is being tested are either frauds or incredi
bly stupid. Clay has twice the density of living soft 
tissue, and it is inelastic - the temporary cavity remains 
in fully expanded position. This misleads the unwary 
or gullible about the effect on living tissue, most of 
which is elastic and absorbs the temporary cavity 
stretch of handguns bullets and suffers little or no dam" 
age from it. Clay's increased density causes expansion 
in many soft-point and hollow-point handgun bullets 
that do not expand in living tissue. The last time I saw 
a major bullet manufacturer try to mislead purchasers 
by using clay was in 1987, when the Federal Ammuni
tion Co. had a photograph of a large cavity in a clay 
block on the cover of its Law Enforcement ammunition 
advertising brochure. The expanded bullets they 
showed were expanded to far greater diameters than 
the same bullets when tested in I 0% ordnance gelatin, 
which produces the same expansion seen in identical 
bullets recovered at autopsy (or in the operating room) 
from human bodies. 

History keeps repeating itself in the "magic 
bullet" arena. In the 1 970s we had the National Insti
tute of Justice (NIJ) and its infamous Relative Inca
pacitation Index (RII). They rated handguns on the size 
of temporary cavity the bullet generated. They used the 
not only unproved, but clearly disproven, theory that 
the incapacitation a bullet causes in the human body is 
proportional to the diameter of the temporary cavity it 
produces. It took two FBI agents killed and five badly 
wounded, in the "Miami Shootout" of 1 986 to correct 
that fallacy and recognize that the fatal flaw with all 
the "large-temporary-cavity" handgun bullets was in
sufficient penetration depth to reliably reach and dis
rupt vital body structures. 

Despite undeniable documentation proving it 
wrong, the "light-bullet-high-velocity" fallacy reap
pears every few years. The Glaser Safety Slug, darling 
of the NIJ, lost its popularity as the RII »>as relegated 
to the trash heap. But then came the "THY" (from 
France, the initials are for very high velocity in 
French), then the "Thunderzapper," then the two can
didates for the "advanced combat rifle" (that shot indi
vidual flechettes at about 4000 ft!s), and finally, in 
1 995, the "Rhino Bullet" (see Wound Ballistics Review 
V2 #I, 7-8). All have now joined the RII in the "failed 
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frauds" comer of history's trash heap. The BMT bul
lets will join them before long. 

At the end of the article, Roos implied that all 
of the "distinguished evaluators" who saw the demon
stration were "impressed." If so, that is a very sad 
commentary on their competence in bullet testing -
and indicates a serious need for training in wound bal
listics for those whose jobs deal with the use of lethal 
force. 

The lesson here is very simple: those who use 
clay as a "test" medium to demonstrate bullet effects 
are purveyors of nonsense. Whether they are frauds or 
just stupid really needn't concern us - the effect is the 
same in either case. Such nonsense needs to be ex
posed to protect the firearm illiterate. I believe that 
those who have the knowledge to expose such non
sense have a duty to do so. Yes, it is distasteful to 
speak out against such things. It is easy to say nothing 
- this is one reason that the US is becoming a paradise 
for frauds. Their chances of;being exposed are very 
small when knowledgeable people remain silent. 

TOM WILSON AND 
HIS MA GIC CAMERA 
By Martin L. Fackler, MD 

On 28 Sept 0 I ,  from 9 to I 0 PM on the History 
Channel, I saw a presentation entitled "Men Who 
Killed Kennedy." Tom Wilson, his digital camera, and 
his smoke-and-mirrors software were featured. 

I ran across Wilson in 1 993, when he was hired 
by a plaintiffs attorney to prove that an extremely obvi
ous exit wound in the back of the chest was, in fact, an 
entrance �wound (in the case of Hinkle vs. City of 
Clarksburg, WV). This is how it works. Wilson photo
graphs the photographic print of a gunshot wound with 
his black-and-white digital camera. He then loads the 
file into his software program that modifies the presenta
tion of the wound to give a three dimensional view. The 
third dimension is furnished by giving each pixel a value 
equivalent to its shade of gray in the digital photo. Wil
son explains that the human eye can only distinguish, as 
I recall, only 1 6  shades of gray. But his camera can 
distinguish 256 shades. Because of this, he explains, he 
can discover things with his digital camera and 
appropriate software that are not possible to determine 
with the naked eye. 
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He claims he can use this method to determine 
whether a given wound is an entrance or an exit. This is 
a technology most welcome to plaintiffs lawyers. They 
are usually quite interested in technology that could 
show shots in the back of the torso to be entrance 
wounds - as in the Clarksburg case. I have a videotape 
of Wilson's deposition, in which he shows the three
dimensional depiction of the wound (which somewhat 
resembles a topographic map). He then explains that the 
height of each pixel is dependent on its shade of gray: 
the darker the shade the higher the spike. Then comes 
his interpretation: the relative position of the spikes 
shows "energy going into the wound," which proves it is 
an entrance; or " energy coming out of the wound," 
which proves it is aQ exit. 

During the deposition, the defense lawyer 
pointed out the obvious inconsistencies. I) The photo
graphs, which Wilson interprets, were taken well after 
the wound was produced, and the only time anything 
was going in or coming out of the wound was during the 
millisecond during which the bullet was passing the 
skin. 2) Wilson presented no evidence that the shade of 
the pixel had anything to do with energy. 3) Wilson 
could point to no literature supporting his thesis. 4) Wil
son could not relate his thesis to the laws of physics re
garding how energy could appear as a shade of gray, etc. 

The defense won the Hinkel vs. Clarksburg 
case, so I guess Wilson did no harm. 

In the more recent History Channel program, 
Wilson had graduated to a color digital camera. This 
time he digitized the photographs of JFK's head and 
"analyzed" them with his software by "peeling off lay
ers." Looking under the layers he "peeled off," he 
claims to be able to tell that the government had altered 
the photographs and that JFK really had a large wound 
in the back of his head, rather than in the front as all the 
evidence shows. 

It is obvious that Wilson's "peeling off of lay
ers" violates objective reality as much as his previous 
"energy in - energy out" thesis. Was he on TV because 
somebody took his theories seriously? Or was it because 
the JFK conspiracy theorists have become an enter
tainment cult, which nobody takes seriously; but listens 
to them for humor - actually lampooning them because 
their theses are fallacious to the point of comedy? 

Even if nobody takes his JFK conspiracy theo
ries seriously, I think it worth pointing out Wilson's tal
ents with dazzling software. He might befuddle a gulli
ble jury into an unjust award if there is no opposing ex
pert who understands gunshot wounds or science. 
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EXPENSIVE NEW SYSTEM TO 
CAPTURE HANDGUN B ULLETS 
By Martin L. Fackler, MD 

In the most recent AFTE Journal (Vol 33, # 4, 
Fall 200 I, p. 359-560) I found the Technical Report 
"Forensic Buddy on Trial." The report describes a 
"new system to capture pistol bullets for use in match
ing rifling markings."The "Forensic Buddy" is a hori
zontal steel cylinder, which appears to be about two
feet long and six-inches in diameter. Into this cylinder 
fits a plastic jar, of about two-gallon capacity, which 
holds about 10 , 100 rubber balls. The bullet is fired 
through a thin plastic diaphragm into the balls, which 
stop the bullet. The balls must be removed and re
placed after each shot to retrieve the bullet. 

Testing showed that rifling characteristics on a 
bullet were undamaged by firing into the "Forensic 
Buddy" and that hollow point bullets did "not sepa
rate" but were "upset at the front as is expected." This 
appears to imply that the upset is less than that seen 
with shots into the human body, but no more informa
tion is given. 

Several things struck me about this Technical Report. 

• The goal of the makers of the "Forensic 
Buddy" was to provide a portable system with 
low purchase and maintenance costs. Yet I 
could find no listing of the purchase price in 
the report. In Photo 4, the Buddy is shown and 
on its side is www.snailtraps.com. I had to 
look it up on the iriiemet to find that the pur
chase price was a whopping $1 895.00. I have 

, trouble conceiving of that purchase price as 
ulow." 

• It seems to me that pouring out, and then re
placing, I 0, I 00 balls after each shot to recover 
the bullet is quite a bit more time consuming 
than retrieving a bullet from a box filled with 
unspun cotton or polyester fiber pillow stuff
ing with cardboard spacers each six inches. In 
the article "Simplified Bullet Effect testing" in 
this issue (pp 21 -24), the construction of such 
a box is described. If one wants just to catch 
bullets for matching, only the cardboard box 
could be used, omitting the water-filled Y:.. gal
lon milk carton. In this case I would use a 

somewhat longer box, or two in tandem to 
give a total length of fiber of about four fe�t. 

• This Technical Report reads a lot more like an 
advertisement than an impartial evaluation. 
Ordinarily, listing the advantages, and the 
disadvantages, of any product evaluated is re
quired for credibility in such a report. None of 
the disadvantages (excessive cost, too time 
consuming, far heavier than a cardboard fiber
filled box, etc.) were even mentioned. 

Since many forensic labs have a fiber box avail
able, it is difficult to understand why these were not 
mentioned and their benefits compared in this Techni
cal Report. 

In the last analysis, it seems to me that a bullet re
covery box filled with polyester fiber, that can be made 

for about one percent of the purchase price of the "Fo
rensic Buddy, " will surpass the "Forensic Buddy" in 
every one of the "Perceived benefits" listed on page 
359. 
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